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Abstract
In this thesis, we study the problems of determinisation and complementation of
finite automata on infinite words. We focus on two classes of automata that occur
naturally: generalised Büchi automata and nondeterministic parity automata. Generalised Büchi and parity automata occur naturally in model-checking, realisability
checking and synthesis procedures. We first review a tight determinisation procedure
for Büchi automata, which uses a simplification of Safra trees called history trees. As
Büchi automata are special types of both generalised Büchi and parity automata, we
adjust the data structure to arrive at suitably tight determinisation constructions for
both generalised Büchi and parity automata.
As the parity condition describes combinations of Büchi and CoBüchi conditions,
instead of immediately modifying the data structure to handle parity automata,we
arrive at a suitable data structure by first looking at a special case, Rabin automata
with one accepting pair. One pair Rabin automata correspond to parity automata
with three priorities and serve as a starting point to modify the structures that result
from Büchi determinisation: we then nest these structures to reflect the standard
parity condition and describe a direct determinisation construction.
The generalised Büchi condition is characterised by an accepting family with k
accepting sets. It is easy to extend classic determinisation constructions to handle
generalised Büchi automata by incorporating the degeneralization algorithm in the
determinisation construction. We extend the tight Büchi construction to do exactly
this.
Our determinisation constructions go to deterministic Rabin automata. It is
known that one can determinise to the more convenient parity condition by incorporating the standard Latest Appearance Record construction in the determinisation
procedure. We determinise to parity automata using this technique.
We prove lower bounds on these constructions. In the case of determinisation to
Rabin automata, our constructions are tight to the state. In the case of determinisation to parity, there is a constant factor ≤ 1.5 between upper and lower bounds
reducing to optimal(to the state) in the case of Büchi and 1-pair Rabin.
We also reconnect tight determinisation and complementation and provide constructions for complementing generalised Büchi and parity automata by starting with
our data structure for determinisation. We introduce suitable data structures for the
complementation procedures based on the data structure used for determinisation.
We prove lower bounds for both constructions that are tight upto an O(n) factor
where n is the number of states of the nondeterministic automaton that is complemented.
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1

Introduction
Finite automata on infinite structures and finite games of infinite duration are two
theories that have often influenced each other, both having been inspired by Church’s
realisability problem [Chu62]. The term "ω-automata" generally refers to finite automata that accept or reject words of infinite length, or, ω-words. ω-automata were
first introduced in Büchi’s decidability proof for the monadic second-order logic of
one successor (S1S) [Büc62]. Following from Büchi’s result, they have formed the
basis for the theories of model checking, realisability checking, and synthesis procedures for linear time temporal logic (LTL) [Pnu77].
The ω-automata introduced by Büchi (that were subsequently named after him)
extend the well known theory of finite automata on finite words to languages over
infinite words. Büchi automata are the most studied form of ω-automata. They
extend finite automata in the sense that, while finite runs of finite automata are
accepting if an accepting state is visited at the end of the run, an infinite run of a
Büchi automaton is accepting if a final state is visited (or a final transition is taken)
infinitely many times during the course of the run. The Büchi acceptance condition
thus specifies a set of states(or transitions) that have to be visited(respectively, taken)
infinitely often.
Although the connection to finite automata on finite words might seem to suggest that automata manipulations for Büchi automata are equally simple, this is un1

fortunately not the case. In particular, Büchi automata are not closed under determinisation. While finite automata can simply be determinised with the subset
construction [RS59], it turns out that deterministic Büchi automata do not recognise
the same languages as nondeterministic Büchi automata. For example, deterministic
Büchi automata cannot recognise the simple ω-regular language that consists of all
infinite words that contain only finitely many 0’s over an alphabet {0, 1}.
As a consequence of McNaughton’s result, there arose a need for more specific acceptance conditions, such as Muller’s subset condition, Rabin’s pairs condition [Rab69] or its dual, the Streett condition [Str82], or the parity condition. Yan
established an nΩ(n) lower bound for the determinisation of Büchi automata [Yan08]
even for determinising to Muller automata, which implies that the standard subset,
or a breakpoint construction is not enough.
A related acceptance condition to the Büchi condition is the generalised Büchi
condition, which comprises of an accepting family. It requires that a final state (or
final transition) from each accepting set is visited (respectively, is taken) infinitely
many times. The standard translation from LTL to ω-automata [GPVW95] goes to
generalised Büchi automata with the acceptance condition on the transitions.
In this thesis, we study the problems of the determinisation and complementation
of nondeterministic Büchi, generalised Büchi, and parity automata. We have already
outlined the importance of Büchi automata in the context of verification. The standard translation from LTL to automata results in generalised Büchi automata. Parity
automata are also particularly important, given that the parity condition naturally
recognizes languages specified by fixed-point expressions. Although nondeterministic parity automata are as equally expressive as Büchi automata, as they are more
succinct, they can easily encode other conditions, such as the intersection of Büchi
and co-Büchi conditions.
We study transition-labeled automata in this thesis. Transition-based acceptance
mechanisms have proven to be a more natural target of automata transformations.
A generalisation of the ranking-based complementation procedures quoted above to
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transition-based acceptance is straight forward, and the Safra-style determinisation
procedures from the literature [Saf88, Saf92, Pit07, Sch09b] have a natural representation with an acceptance condition on transitions. Their translation to state-based
acceptance is by multiplying the acceptance from the last transition to the statespace.
A similar observation can be made for other automata transformations, like the
removal of ε-transitions from translations of µ-calculi [Wil01, SF06a] and the treatment of asynchronous systems [SF06b], where the state-space grows by multiplication with the acceptance information (e.g., maximal priority on a finite sequence
of transitions), while it cannot grow in case of transition-based acceptance. Similarly, tools like SPOT [Dur14] offer more concise automata with transition-based
acceptance mechanism as a translation from LTL. Using state-based acceptance in
the automaton that we want to determinise or complement would also complicate
the presentation of the complementation procedure. But first and foremost, using
transition-based acceptance provides cleaner results.
This is the case because in state-based acceptance, the role of the states is overloaded. In finite automata over infinite structures, each state represents the class of
tails of the word that can be accepted from this state. In state-based acceptance, they
have to account for the acceptance mechanism itself, too, while they are relieved
from this burden in transition-based acceptance. In complementation techniques
based on rankings, this results in a situation where states with certain properties,
such as final states for Büchi automata, can only occur with some ranks, but not with
all.
As transition-based acceptance separates these concerns, the presentation becomes cleaner. The natural downside is that, for example, we lose the nO(n) bound
[CZ11b] for parity complementation, as the number of priorities in a parity automaton with transition-based acceptance can grow arbitrarily. But in return, we do get a
clean and simple complementation procedure.

3

1.1

Determinisation of ω-automata

The determinisation of ω-automata was a key step in Rabin’s extension of Büchi’s
proof to the case of trees [Rab69].

Rabin’s proof built on McNaughton’s dou-

bly exponential determinisation construction [McN66]. Safra was the first to introduce singly-exponential determinisation constructions for Büchi [Saf88] and
Streett [Saf92] automata and current determinisation techniques [Pit07, Sch09b]
build on Safra’s work. For instance, Schewe’s determinisation technique for Büchi
automata yielding deterministic Rabin automata[Sch09b] builds on Safra’s [Saf88]
and Piterman’s [Pit07] determinisation procedures. It uses a separation of concern,
where the main acceptance mechanism, represented by history trees, is separated
from the formal acceptance condition, e.g., a Rabin (used by [Saf88, Saf92]) or parity condition (used by [Pit07]). History trees can be seen as a simplification of Safra
trees [Saf88]. In a nutshell, they represent a family of breakpoint constructions:
sufficiently many to identify an accepting run, and sufficiently few to be concise.
There are also other constructions that tackle determinisation from a different
viewpoint. An example is Muller and Schupp’s [MS95] presentation of a nondeterminisation technique for alternating tree automata shows a connection to the determinisation of finite automata on infinite words. Kähler and Wilke build on this
construction in [KW08]. Although they start from a different viewpoint, their method
seems to converge with the Safra-based constructions.
In this thesis, we adapt Schewe’s determinisation procedure [Sch09b] to determinise parity automata. We investigate what is required to handle such an adaptation and devise a similar determinisation procedure for nondeterministic parity
automata.
We also consider generalised Büchi automata. There are several ways to determinise a generalised Büchi automaton with n states and k accepting sets. One could
start with translating the resulting generalised Büchi automaton first to an ordinary
nondeterministic Büchi automaton with nk states and a single accepting set, result-
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ing in a determinisation complexity of roughly (nk)O(nk) states, or one could treat it
as a Streett automaton, which is equally expensive and has a more complex determinisation construction.
Schewe’s determinisation procedure [Sch09b] again proves to be an easy target
for generalisation, because it separates the representation of the history of a run
from the acceptance condition. To extend this technique from ordinary to generalised Büchi, it suffices to apply a round-robin approach to all breakpoints under
consideration. That is, each subset is enriched by a natural number identifying the
accepting set, for which we currently seek to see the following breakpoint. Each time
a breakpoint is reached, we turn to the next accepting set. Note that this algorithm
is a generalisation in the narrower sense: in case that there is exactly one accepting set, it behaves exactly as the determinisation procedure for Büchi automata in
[Sch09b]. An algorithm to determinise generalised Büchi automata to deterministic
parity automata using this method was used in [KPV06], similarly extending Piterman’s construction [Pit07, LW09].
The constructions in this thesis provide Rabin automata as output. We give estimations of the size of the deterministic automata. In the case of nondeterministic
generalised Büchi automata, we find that for an automaton with n states and k accepting sets, we get a deterministic Rabin automaton with ghtk (n) states and 2n − 1
Rabin pairs. The function ghtk (n)(enumerating the number of possible states of the
deterministic automaton) is approximately (1.65 n)n for k = 1, (3.13 n)n for k = 2,
and (4.62n)n for k = 3, and converges against (1.47kn)n for large k. These bounds
can also be used to establish smaller maximal sizes of minimal models, which is
useful for Safraless determinisation procedures [KV05, FS13, KPV06]. For the transformation to deterministic parity automata from [Sch09b], we obtain an automaton
with O(n!2 k n ) states and 2n + 1 priorities.
In the case of nondeterministic parity automata, we do not provide a similar
estimation for the size of the deterministic automata (except for the simple cases of
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Büchi and 1-pair Rabin automata), but we show tightness up to a constant factor of
1.5.
Our constructions lead to deterministic Rabin automata as targets. While these
constructions are tight with respect to the number of states of the deterministic
automaton, the acceptance condition is exponential in the number of Rabin pairs.
Determinising to parity automata seems to be an even more attractive target since
emptiness games for parity automata [Sch07, JPZ08] have a lower computational
complexity compared to emptiness games for Streett or Rabin automata [PP06]. We
therefore show how we can obtain deterministic parity automata in each case by
using our construction to deterministic Rabin automata as an intermediate step.
Colcombet and Zdanowski [CZ09] showed that Schewe’s determinisation procedure for Büchi automata is optimal. We extend this lower bound to generalised
Büchi automata and parity automata generalising their techniques, showing that the
determinisation procedures are optimal.

1.1.1

Timeline of complexity results

We give here a timeline of the sequence of results with respect to the determinisation
problem for Büchi automata.
1966 - McNaughton
1988 - Safra
2006 - Piterman
2009 - Liu and Wang, separately -Schewe
2009 - Schewe
2009 - Colcombet and Zdanowski

Target automaton
Deterministic Muller
Deterministic Rabin
Deterministic parity
Deterministic parity
Deterministic Rabin trace
Deterministic Rabin trace

Complexity
O(n)
22
nO(n) , ≈ 12n n2n
≈ n! nn
≈ n!2
≈ (1.65 n)n
θ(1.65 n)n

Table 1.1: Determinisation timeline for Büchi automata
In the case of Büchi determinisation, the best current determinisation procedure that determinises to Rabin automata is Schewe’s construction [Sch09b]. A
tight matching bound for this construction is shown by Colcombet and Zdanowski in
[CZ09]. The best current determinisation procedure that produces parity automata
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as output is Piterman’s construction [Pit07]. We show in this thesis that the construction in [Pit07] is optimal.
For generalised Büchi automata, a construction that is similar to Piterman’s Büchi
determinisation construction is shown in [KPV06]. This is the construction with the
best upper bound. We provide a matching lower bound for this construction. We also
provide matching upper and lower bounds for the determinisation of generalised
Büchi automata to deterministic Rabin automata.
There are two ways to determinise parity automata. One could convert them first
to Büchi automata and then apply one of the above constructions on them. The other
way is to directly determinise. We provide the first direct determinisation procedure
for parity automata along with tight bounds for the construction.

1.2

Complementation of ω-automata

The earliest results on ω-automata involved the complementation problem. Büchi’s
seminal paper [Büc62] on the correspondence between logic and automata showed
that Büchi automata are closed under complementation and introduced a complementation algorithm that uses Ramsey theory. Later results in the field of formal verification established the importance of the complementation problem for ω-automata,
for e.g., the language inclusion problem uses complementation [Kur94]. Another
important use of complementation is in checking the correctness of translation techniques [Var07, TTH13a]. The GOAL tool [TTH13a] shows this with a test suite that
incorporates recent algorithms [Saf88, Tho99, KV01, Pit07] for Büchi complementation.
Given the importance of this problem, it is not surprising that the complementation of ω-automata is much researched. In particular, there has been a long and
fruitful quest for the exact complexity of complementation algorithms for Büchi automata [Büc62, SS78, Péc86, PSVW87, Saf88, Mic88, Tho99, Löd99, KV01, GKSV03,
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FKV06, Pit07, Var07, Yan08]. We will highlight some of the important results with
respect to this problem now.
The first important result with respect to the complementation of ω− automata
is Büchi’s proof that nondeterministic Büchi automata are closed under complementation. Using a Ramsey-based argument Büchi came up with a doubly-exponential
complementation algorithm [Büc62]. This is much harder than complementing finite automata on finite words — an exponential determinisation procedure followed
by a reversal of final states yields an efficient complementation algorithm that is exponential. The complexity of the determinisation problem for ω-automata rules out
an analogous algorithm with similar complexity.
Further results on the complexity of the complementation problem followed in
the late 1980s, starting with the discovery of an EXPTIME upper bound [Péc86,
PSVW87]. There was a caveat: the complementation techniques used produced
2)

automata with up to 2O(n

states, meaning that there was still an exponential gap

to the lower bounds of Sakoda and Sipser for the case of automata on finite words.
Safra’s brilliant algorithm for the determinisation of Büchi automata suggested
a nO(n) bound for Büchi complementation, an upper bound that was seemingly
matched by Max Michel’s [Mic88] Ω(n!) lower bound implying that Büchi complementation is in nθ(n) , suggesting that Safra’s determinisation procedure also resulted
in tight complementation.
However, Vardi [Var07] rightly pointed out that this impression of tightness was
in fact not true, because the big-Oh notation in the exponent hides an nθ(n) gap
between upper and lower bounds.
It turns out that complementation procedures for ω-automata are more efficient
than determinisation, contrary to the case of finite words. By studying alternating
automata, complementation procedures that bypassed determinisation were found.
The gap between upper ((6n)n ) and lower bounds (from Michel) was then narrowed down to 2θ(n) by techniques that observe the run graphs of alternating automata [KV01].
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A further refinement of the above complementation technique builds on "tight

level rankings" [FKV06, Yan08] improving the upper bound to O (0.96n)n .
Yan [Yan08] using full automata improved the lower bound for complementation to

Ω (0.76n)n . Finally, Schewe [Sch09a] provided a matching upper bound, showing
tightness up to an O(n2 ) factor reducing to an O(n) factor for trace languages.
For Rabin, Streett, and parity automata, there has been much progress [CZL09,
CZ11b, CZ11a], in particular establishing an nθ(n) bound for parity complementation with state-based acceptance, which has been a great improvement and pushed
tightness of parity complementation to the level known from Büchi complementation
since the late 80s [Saf88, Mic88].
In this thesis, we discuss a bridge between optimal determinisation and tight
complementation. We show how the nondeterministic power of an automaton can
be exploited by using a more concise data structure compared to determinisation (flat
trees instead of general ones). In the case of generalised Büchi automata, this bridge
again results in a generalisation of the Büchi complementation procedure discussed
in [Sch09a] in the narrower sense: for one accepting set, the resulting automata
coincide. We also provide a matching lower bound: we show for alphabets Lkn that
the size of a generalised Büchi automaton that recognises the complement of a full
generalised Büchi automaton with n states and k accepting sets must be larger than
|Lkn |, while the ordinary Büchi automaton we construct is smaller than |Lk+1
n+1 |. For
n
. This
large k – that is, if k is not small compared to n – |Lkn | is approximately kn
e
n
improves significantly over the Ω(nk) bound established by Yan [Yan08].
We then establish tight bounds for the complementation of parity automata with
transition-based acceptance. We get a clean and simple complementation procedure
based on a data structure we call flattened nested history trees (FNHTs), which is
inspired by a generalisation of history trees to multiple levels, one for each even
priority ≥ 2. We show that any procedure that determinises full parity automata with
states Q and maximal priority π has at least fnht(Q, π)/2 states, where fnht(Q, π) is
the set of FNHTs for a given set Q of states and maximal priority π of the parity
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automaton that is to be complemented. Our complementation construction uses a
marker in addition for its acceptance mechanism. Essentially, it is used to mark some
position of interest in an FNHT. It accounts for the O(n) gap between the upper and
lower bound. We show that, for π ≥ 2 (and hence for Büchi automata upwards) the
number of states of our complementation construction is bounded by 4n + 1 times
the lower bound.

1.2.1

Timeline of complexity results

We show here the timeline of results with respect to Büchi complementation.

1966 - Büchi
1986 - Pecuchet
1987 - Sistla, Vardi, Volper
1988 - Safra
1988 - Michel
1991 - Klarlund
1997 - Kupferman, Vardi
2004 - Friedgut, Kupferman, Vardi
2006 - Yan
2006 - Friedgut, Kupferman, Vardi
2009 - Schewe

Complexity
O(n)
22
2
2O(n )
2
2O(n )
nO(n)
nΩ(n) 
O (6n)n 
O (6n)n 
o (1.06 n)n 
ω (0.76 n)n
o (0.97 n)n 
o (0.76 n)n

Table 1.2: Timeline of complementation complexity results
In this thesis, we introduce direct complementation procedures for generalised
Büchi and parity automata and provide tight bounds.

1.3

Structure of thesis

In Chapter 2, we define the necessary ideas needed for the problems of determinisation and complementation. We describe different acceptance types of automata and
mention the folk results in this field.
In Chapter 3, we tackle the determinisation of several types of automata. We
first review the tight Büchi construction. We then take a step towards the determinisation of parity automata by looking at the determinisation of a special case: Rabin
10

automata with one accepting pair. We then expand the data structure required to
describe the state of the deterministic automaton for the case of parity determinisation and provide a construction to directly determinise parity automata. Next, we
provide a construction to determinise generalised Büchi automata. All these constructions provide Rabin automata as output. We give estimations of the size of the
deterministic automata. We then show how we can determinise to deterministic
parity automata and we give estimations for these procedures.
In Chapter 4, we prove lower bounds for our constructions.
In Chapter 5, we discuss a bridge between optimal determinisation and tight
complementation and show tight bounds for our complementation procedures.
In Chapter 6, we discuss our results.

11
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Chapter

2

Preliminaries & problem statements
2.1

Preliminaries

We denote the set of non-negative integers by ω, i.e. ω = {0, 1, 2, 3, ...}. For a finite
alphabet Σ, an infinite word α is an infinite sequence α0 α1 α2 · · · of letters from Σ.
We sometimes interpret ω-words as functions α : i 7→ αi , and use Σω to denote the
ω-words over Σ.

Automata on infinite words. ω-automata are finite automata that are interpreted
over infinite words and recognise ω-regular languages L ⊆ Σω . Nondeterministic
ω-automata are quintuples N = (Q, Σ, I, T, F), where,
• Q is a finite set of states,
• I is a non-empty subset I ⊆ Q of initial states,
• Σ is a finite alphabet,
• T : Q × Σ × Q is a transition relation that maps states and input letters to sets
of successor states and,
• F is an acceptance component. In this thesis, we consider Rabin, Streett, parity,
Büchi and generalised Büchi acceptance.
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Runs and transitions. A run ρ of a nondeterministic ω-automaton N on an input
word α is an infinite sequence ρ : ω → Q of states of N , also denoted ρ = q0 q1 q2 · · · ∈
Qω , such that the first symbol of ρ is an initial state q0 ∈ I and, for all i ∈ ω,
(qi , αi , qi+1 ) ∈ T is a valid transition.

For a run ρ on a word α, we denote with ρ : i 7→ ρ(i), α(i), ρ(i+1) the transitions
of ρ. Let infin(ρ) = {q ∈ Q | ∀i ∈ ω ∃j > i such that ρ(j) = q} denote the set of
all states that occur infinitely often during the run ρ. Likewise, let infin(ρ) = {t ∈
T | ∀i ∈ ω ∃j > i such that ρ(j) = t} denote the set of all transitions that are taken
infinitely many times in ρ.
For technical convenience we also allow for finite runs q0 q1 q2 . . . qn with T ∩{qn }×
{α(n)} × Q = ∅. Naturally, no finite run satisfies any ω-acceptance condition. Finite
runs are rejecting, and have no influence on the language of an automaton.

Acceptance conditions.

In this thesis, we use acceptance conditions over transi-

tions. Acceptance mechanisms over states can be defined accordingly. Rabin automata are ω-automata, whose acceptance is referring to a family of pairs {(Ai , Ri ) |
i ∈ J}, with Ai , Ri ⊆ T , of accepting and rejecting transitions for all indices i
of some index set J. A run ρ of a Rabin automaton is accepting if there is an index i ∈ J, such that infinitely many accepting transitions t ∈ Ai , but only finitely
many rejecting transitions t ∈ Rj occur in ρ. That is, if there is an i ∈ J such that
infin(ρ) ∩ Ai 6= ∅ = infin(ρ) ∩ Ri .
ω-automata that use the complementary Streett condition are called Streett automata. Their acceptance is defined by a family of pairs {(Gi , Bi ) | i ∈ J}, with
Gi , Bi ⊆ T , of good and bad transitions for all indices i of some index set J. A run
ρ of a Streett automaton is accepting if, for all indices i ∈ J, some good transition
t ∈ Gi or no bad transition t ∈ Bj occur infinitely often in ρ. That is, if, for all i ∈ J,
infin(ρ) ∩ Gi 6= ∅ or infin(ρ) ∩ Bi = ∅ holds.

One-pair Rabin automata R1 = Q, Σ, I, T, (A, R) , are Rabin automata with a
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singleton index set, such that we directly refer to the only pair (A, R). They are of
special technical interest in this paper.
Parity automata (first introduced by Mostowski in [Mos84]) are ω-automata,
whose acceptance is defined by a priority function pri : T → Π that maps transitions to a finite set Π ⊂ ω of non-negative integers. A run ρ of a parity automaton

is accepting if lim supn→∞ pri ρ(n) is even, that is, if the highest priority that occurs
infinitely often in the transitions of ρ is even. Parity automata can be viewed as special Rabin, or as special Streett automata. In older works, the parity condition was
referred to as Rabin chain condition—because one can represent them by choosing
Ai as the set of states with priority ≤ 2i and Ri as the sets of states with priorities
≤ 2i − 1, resulting in a chain Ai ⊆ Ri ⊆ Ai+1 ⊆ . . .—or a Streett chain condition—
where Gi is the set of states with priority ≥ 2i, and Bi is the set of states with priority
≥ 2i − 1. Some works also refer to the parity condition as the Mostowski condition.
Parity automata with Π ⊆ {1, 2} are called Büchi automata. They can also be
viewed as one-pair Rabin automata with an empty set of rejecting states R = ∅.
Büchi automata are denoted B = (Q, Σ, I, T, F ), where F ⊆ T are called the final
or accepting transitions. A run is accepting if it contains infinitely many accepting
transitions. B is thus a rendering of the parity automaton, where pri : t 7→ 2 if t ∈ F
and pri : t 7→ 1 if t ∈
/ F.
We assume without loss of generality that the set Π of priorities satisfies that
min Π ∈ {0, 1}. If this is not the case, we can simply change pri accordingly to
pri0 : t 7→ pri(t) − 2 several times until this constraint is satisfied. We likewise assume
that Π has no holes, that is, Π = {i ∈ ω | max Π ≥ i ≥ min Π}. If there is a hole
h∈
/ Π with max Π > h > min Π, we can change pri to pri0 : t 7→ pri(t) if pri(t) < h and
pri0 : t 7→ pri(t)−2 if pri(t) > h. Obviously, these changes do not affect the acceptance
of any run, and applying finitely many of these changes brings Π into this normal
form.
The different priorities have a natural order <, where i  j if i is even and j
is odd; i is even and i > j; or j is odd and i < j. For a non-empty set Π0 ⊆ Π
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of priorities, optΠ0 = {i ∈ Π0 | ∀j ∈ Π0 . i < j} denotes the optimal priority for
acceptance.
Finally we define generalised Büchi automata that include the acceptance component Fi , where Fi is a family of accepting (or final) sets. A run ρ of a generalised
Büchi automaton is accepting if it contains infinitely many transitions from all final
sets (∀i ∈ [k] (where k is the cardinality of Fi ), inf (ρ) ∩ Fi 6= ∅).
For all types of automata, a word α is accepted by an automaton A if, and only
if, it has an accepting run, and its language L(A) is the set of words it accepts.

Deterministic automata.

We call an automaton (Q, Σ, I, T, F) deterministic if I is

singleton and T contains at most one target node for all pairs of states and input
letters, that is, if (q, α, r), (q, α, s) ∈ T implies r = s. Deterministic automata are
denoted (Q, Σ, q0 , δ, F), where q0 is the only initial state and δ is the partial function
with δ : (q, α) 7→ r ⇔ (q, α, r) ∈ T .
As deterministic automata can block, we also allow them to accept immediately.
Technically, one can use a state > which every automaton has. From >, all transitions
go back to >, and sequences that contain one (and thus almost only) > states are
accepting. This state is not counted to the state-space Q. If we want to include it, we
explicitly write Q> .
Theorem 2.1.1 (McNaughton’s Theorem) Let Σ be an alphabet and L ⊆ Σω be a
Büchi recognisable language. Then L is recognised by a deterministic Muller automaton
(and therefore by a deterministic Rabin or parity automaton).

[McN66]

Determinisation. For ω-automata, determinisation is a consequence of McNaughton’s theorem. Given a nondeterministic automaton A recognising a language
L(A), determinisation is a procedure performed on A that returns a deterministic
automaton D recognising the language L(A).
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Complementation.

Given a nondeterministic automaton A recognising a language

L(A), complementation is a procedure performed on A that returns a an automaton
C recognising the complementary language L(A).

2.2

Current results for determinisation and complementation

Theorem 2.2.1 Given a nondeterministic Büchi automaton with n states, we obtain a
deterministic Rabin automaton with 2O(n log

n)

states and n Rabin pairs.

[Saf88]

The above result establishes asymptotic upper bounds for both determinisation and
complementation of Büchi automata.
Theorem 2.2.2 Given a nondeterministic Büchi automaton with n states, we obtain a
deterministic parity automaton with O(n!2 ) states and a 2n parity index.

[Pit07]

Theorem 2.2.3 Given a nondeterministic Büchi automaton with n states, we obtain a
deterministic Rabin automaton with approximately (1.65 n)n states and 2n − 1 Rabin
pairs.

[Sch09b]

Theorem 2.2.4 The determinisation construction described in [Sch09b] that takes a
nondeterministic Büchi automaton with n states and returns a eterministic Rabin automaton with approximately (1.65 n)n states and 2n −1 Rabin pairs is tight with respect
to the number of states.

[CZ09]

Theorem 2.2.5 The problem of complementing a Büchi automaton is in Ω((0.76 n)n ).
[Yan08]
Theorem 2.2.6 Given a nondeterministic Büchi automaton with n states, we construct

a Büchi automaton with o (0.76 n)n states that accepts the complement language. This
construction meets the lower bound in [Yan08] modulo a factor of O(n2 ).
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[Sch09a]

Note that the parameter n stands for the number of states in the above statements. Note also that we are primarily concerned with state complexity in this thesis.
Optimising for two parameters, i.e., states and transitions is another question that is
interesting from a technical standpoint.

2.3

Problem statements

In this thesis, we will study the following problems:
1. We are given a nondeterministic parity automaton P. Can we directly determinise P again to a parity automaton without first translating to nondeterministic Büchi automata?
2. Can we prove tight lower bounds for this construction?
3. Can we devise a tight complementation construction to complement P?
4. Given a nondeterministic generalised Büchi automaton GB, can we devise similarly tight determinisation and complementation constructions?
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Chapter

3

Determinisation constructions
In this chapter, we study the problem of determinisation of parity automata and generalised Büchi automata. We first review the tight construction of Büchi automata
from [Sch09b]. We then take a step towards the determinisation of parity automata
by extending the Büchi determinisation algorithm to a slightly more succinct acceptance condition. We then generalise this algorithm to determinise parity automata.
In a different extension, we extend the Büchi determinisation algorithm to determinise generalised Büchi automata. The results in Sections 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 are
published in [SV14a] and [SV12].

3.1

Determinising Büchi automata

In this section, we outline a variant ([Sch09b]) of Safra’s determinisation
construction[Saf88] for Büchi automata. This construction was proved to be tight
in [CZ09]. It is a variant of Safra’s construction in the sense that there is a slight
difference in the data structure used to describe the states of the deterministic automaton. The construction itself does not differ from Safra’s except with respect to
the changes the difference in the data structure brings to the construction.
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3.1.1

History trees

Omega automata can have infinitely many possible runs on a given word. Safra trees
introduced in [Saf88] are a succinct representation of the possible initial prefixes of
these runs of a Büchi automaton B on an input word α. History trees, introduced
in [Sch09b] are slightly modified Safra trees and achieve the same objectives. The
main difference between Safra trees and history trees is the omission of explicit node
names.
Definition 3.1.1 A history tree is an ordered labelled tree (T , l), where T is a finite,
prefix closed subset of finite sequences of natural numbers ω. Every element v ∈ T is
called a node. Prefix closedness implies that, if a node v = n1 . . . nj nj+1 ∈ T is in
T , then v 0 = n1 . . . nj is also in T . We call v 0 the predecessor of v, denoted pred(v).
The empty sequence  ∈ T is called the root of the ordered tree T . Obviously,  has no
predecessor.
We further require T to be order closed with respect to siblings: if a node v =
n1 . . . nj is in T , then v 0 = n1 . . . nj−1 i is also in T for all i ∈ ω with i < nj . In this
case, we call v 0 an older sibling of v (and v a younger sibling of v 0 ). We denote the set
of older siblings of v by os(v).
A history tree is a tree labelled with sets of automata states. That is, l : T →
2Q r{∅} is a labelling function, which maps nodes of T to non-empty sets of automata
states. For Büchi automata, the labelling is subject to the following criteria.
1. The label of each node is a subset of the label of its predecessor:
l(v) ⊆ l(pred(v)) holds for all ε 6= v ∈ T .
2. The intersection of the labels of two siblings is disjoint:
∀v, v 0 ∈T . v6=v 0 ∧ pred(v)=pred(v 0 ) ⇒ l(v)∩l(v 0 ) = ∅.
3. The union of the labels of all siblings is strictly contained in the label of their
predecessor:
∀v ∈ T ∃q ∈ l(v) ∀v 0 ∈ T . v = pred(v 0 ) ⇒ q ∈
/ l(v 0 ).
20

We denote the number of history trees for Büchi automata having n states with
ht(n). An estimation for the number of history trees produced when determinising a
Büchi automaton is given in Subsection 3.5.1.

3.1.2

Construction

Let B = (Q, Σ, I, T, F ) be a nondeterministic Büchi automaton with |Q| = n
states.

We will construct an equivalent deterministic Rabin automaton D =

(D, Σ, d0 , δ, {(Ai , Ri ) | i ∈ J}) where,
• D is the set of history trees over Q,
• d0 is the history tree ({ε}, l : ε 7→ I),
• J is the set of nodes that occur in some ordered tree of size n,
• for every tree d ∈ D and letter σ ∈ Σ, the transition d0 = ∆(d, σ) is the result
of the transition mechanism described below.

Transition mechanism
We will illustrate in parallel the transition mechanism using the example fragment
from Figure 3.1 on reading a letter σ. The starting history tree is shown in Figure
3.2.

We determine ∆: (T , l), σ →
7 (T 0 , l0 ) as follows:
1. Update of node labels (subset constructions).
We update l to the function l1 by assigning, for all v ∈ T , l1 : v 7→ {q ∈ Q |
∃q 0 ∈ l(v). (q 0 , σ, q) ∈ T }, i.e., to the σ successors of l(v).
2. Splitting of run threads / spawning new children.
In this step, we spawn new children for every node in the history tree. For
all nodes, we spawn a child labelled with the set of states reached through
accepting transitions.
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Figure 3.1: Transition graph for the example fragment of a Büchi automaton on
reading the letter σ. Double arrows represent accepting transitions
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Figure 3.2: Starting example history tree
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Figure 3.3: In Step 1, we update the labels of all nodes in a history tree by performing
subset constructions on every node.
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1
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Figure 3.4: In Step 2, we spawn new children for every node in the history tree. A
child node is labelled with it’s parent’s label minus the set of states that do not have
an incoming accepting transition. If there is no state in the label of the parent that
can be reached through an accepting transition, then the label of the child will be
empty, eg. node 010. Although not part of this step, we show in red the states that
are duplicated in younger siblings that are marked for removal in the next step
Thus, for every node ε ∈ d with c children, we spawn a new child vc and
expand l1 to vc by assigning l1 : vc 7→ {q ∈ Q | ∃q 0 ∈ l(v). (q 0 , σ, q) ∈ A}. We
use Tn to denote the extended tree that includes the new children.
3. Removing states from labels – horizontal pruning.
We obtain a function l2 from l1 by removing, for every node v with label l(v) =
Q0 and all states q ∈ Q0 , q from the labels of all younger siblings of v and all of
their descendants.
4. Identifying breakpoints – vertical pruning.
We denote with Te ⊆ Tn the set of all nodes v whose label l2 (v) is now equal
to the union of the labels of its children. We obtain Tv from Tn by removing all
descendants of nodes in Te , and restrict the domain of l2 accordingly.
During the run of an automaton, a point is reached from which accepting states
are visited again and again. We call such a point a breakpoint. Nodes in Tv ∩
Te represent the breakpoints reached during the infinite run ρ and are called
accepting, that is, the transition of D will be in Av for exactly the v ∈ Tv ∩ Te .
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Figure 3.5: In Step 3, we remove from the label of younger siblings and their descendants, those states that are already present in an older sibling.
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Figure 3.6: In Step 4, for every node whose label is equal to the union of its descendants, we remove the descendants of such a node and mark them (in green) as
breakpoints.
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Figure 3.7: In Step 5, we remove the empty nodes. The resulting tree may not be
ordered.
5. Removing nodes with empty label.
We denote with Tr = {v ∈ Tv | l2 (v) 6= ∅} the subtree of Tv that consists of the
nodes with non-empty label and restrict the domain of l2 accordingly.
6. Reordering.
To repair the orderedness, we call kvk = |os(v) ∩ Tr | the number of
(still existing) older siblings of v, and map v

=

n1 . . . nj to v 0

=

kn1 k kn1 n2 k kn1 n2 n3 k . . . kvk, denoted rename(v).

For T 0 = rename(Tr ), we update a pair (Tr , l2 ) from Step 5 to d0 = T 0 , l0 with
l0 : rename(v) 7→ l2 (v).
We call a node v ∈ T 0 ∩ T stable if v = rename(v), and we call all nodes in J
rejecting if they are not stable. That is, the transition will be in Rv exactly for
those v ∈ J, such that v is not a stable node in T ∩ T 0 .

3.1.3

Correctness

In order to establish the correctness of our determinisation construction, we need to
prove that L(B) = L(D), that is, we need to ascertain that the ω-language accepted
by the nondeterministic Büchi automaton is equivalent to the ω-language accepted
by the deterministic Rabin automaton.
Lemma 3.1.2 [L(B) ⊆ L(D)] Given that there is an accepting run of B on an ω-word
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Figure 3.8: In Step 6, we reorder the tree and consider only those breakpoints that
have not been reordered to characterise the current history tree in the Rabin acceptance condition. For example, this history tree is added to the accepting set with
index 001, A001 . As the node 01 was reordered from 02, it is considered rejecting
and indicates that this tree will be added to the rejecting set R01 .
α, there is a node v ∈ J that is stable infinitely often from some point in the run and
always accepting eventually during the run of D on α.

Notation.

For a state q of B and a history tree d = (T , l), we call a node v the host

node of q, denoted host(q, d), if q ∈ l(v), but not in l(vc) for any child vc of v.
Proof idea. The idea is that the state of each accepting run is eventually ‘trapped’ in
the same node of the history tree, and this node must be accepting infinitely often.
Let d0 , d1 . . . be the run of D on α and q0 , q1 , . . . an accepting run of B on α. Then we
can define a sequence v0 , v1 , . . . with vi = host(qi , di ), and there must be a longest
eventually stable prefix v in this sequence.
An inductive argument can then be exploited to show that, once this prefix v is
henceforth stable, the index v cannot be rejecting. The assumption that there is a
point in time where v is stable but never again accepting leads to a contradiction.
Once the transition (qi , α(i), qi+1 ) is accepting, qi+1 ∈ li+1 (vc) for some c ∈ ω and
for di+1 = (Ti+1 , li+1 ). As v is never again accepting or rejecting, we can show for
all j > i that, if qj ∈ lj (vcj ), then qj+1 ∈ lj+1 (vcj+1 ) for some cj+1 ≤ cj . This
monotonicity leads to a contradiction with the assumption that v is the longest stable
prefix.
Proof. We first fix a run that is accepting ρ = q0 q1 . . . of B on an input word α, and
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let ρD = d0 d1 . . . be the run of D on α. We then define the related sequence of host
nodes ϑ = v0 v1 v2 . . . = host(q0 , d0 )host(q1 , d1 )host(q2 , d2 ) . . ..
We define s = lim inf n→∞ |vn | to be the shortest length occurring infinitely often
of those host nodes. We follow this run and argue that the initial sequence of length s
of the nodes in ϑ eventually stabilises. Let i0 < i1 < i2 < . . . be an infinite ascending
chain of indices such that
1. (qj , α(j), qj+1 ) ∈ T is a transition for any j ≥ i0 ,
2. the length |vj | ≥ s of the j-th node is not smaller than s for all j ≥ i0 , and
3. the length |vj | = s is equal to s for all indices j ∈ {i0 , i1 , i2 , . . .} in this chain.
(1), (2) and (3) together imply that when we follow the run of the deterministic
automaton in positions i0 , i1 , i2 , . . ., the host nodes vi0 , vi1 , vi2 , . . . form a descending
chain when the single nodes vi are compared by lexicographic order. As the domain
is finite, almost all elements of the descending chain are equal, say vi := π. In
particular, π ∈ J is stable infinitely often from some point onwards.
We now assume for contradiction that this stable prefix π is accepting only finitely
often. We choose an index i from the above defined ascending chain i0 < i1 < i2 <
. . . such that
1. π is stable for all j ≥ i and
2. π is not accepting for any j ≥ i.
Note that π is the host of qi for di , and qj ∈ lj (π) holds for all j ≥ i.
As ρ is accepting, there is a smallest index j > i such that (qj−1 , α(j − 1), qj ) ∈ A.
Now, as π is stable but not accepting for all k ≥ i (and hence for all k ≥ j), qk must
henceforth be in the label of a child of π in dk , which contradicts the assumption that
infinitely many nodes in ϑ have length s = |π|.
Thus, π is eventually stable infinitely often and always accepting eventually.
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Lemma 3.1.3 [L(D) ⊆ L(B)] Given that there is a node v ∈ J, which is eventually
stable infinitely often and always accepting eventually for an ω-word α, then there is an
accepting run of B on α.

Notation.

For an ω-word α and j ≥ i, we denote with α[i, j[ the word α(i)α(i +

1)α(i + 2) . . . α(j − 1).
We denote with Q1 →α Q2 for a finite word α = α1 . . . αj−1 that there is, for all
qj ∈ Q2 a sequence q1 . . . qj with q1 ∈ Q1 and (qi , αi , qi+1 ) ∈ T for all 1 ≤ i < j.
If, for all qj ∈ Q2 , there is such a sequence that contains a transition in F , we write
Q1 ⇒α Q2 .
Proof.

Let α ∈ L(D). Then there is a v that is eventually stable stable infinitely

often from some point and always accepting eventually in the run ρD of D on α. We
pick such a v.
The proof idea is the usual way of building a tree of initial sequences of runs. Let
i0 < i1 < i2 < . . . be an infinite ascending chain of indices such that
• v is stable for all transitions (dj−1 , α(j − 1), dj ) with j ≥ i0 , and
• the chain i0 < i1 < i2 < . . . contains exactly those indices i ≥ i0 such that
(di−1 , α(i − 1), di ) is accepting.
Let di = (Ti , li ) for all i ∈ ω. By construction, we have
• I →α[0,i0 [ li0 (v), and
• lij (v) ⇒α[ij ,ij+1 [ lij+1 (v).
Using this observation, we can build a tree of initial sequences of runs as follows:
we build a tree of initial sequences of runs of B that contains a sequence q0 q1 q2 . . . qij
for any j ∈ ω if, and only if,
• (qi , α(i), qi+1 ) ∈ T is a transition of B for all i < ij , and
• for all k < j there is an i ∈ [ik , ik+1 [ such that (qi , α(i), qi+1 ) ∈ F is an accepting
transition.
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By construction, this tree has the following properties:
• it is infinite,
• it is finitely branching,
• for all j ∈ ω, a branch of length > ij contains at least j accepting transitions.
Exploiting König’s lemma, the first two properties provide us with an infinite
path, which is a run of B on α. The third property then implies that this run is
accepting. α is therefore in the language of B.

2

The lemmata 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 together provide the following corollary.
Corollary 3.1.4 L(R) = L(D).

3.2

Towards the determinisation of parity automata

We will now start to extend the construction in the previous section to directly determinise parity automata.
Since the parity condition is in fact, a nested condition, it makes sense to nest
history trees to handle the parity condition. However, the parity condition is a nesting of Büchi and coBüchi conditions, and for this reason, we will need to nest trees
that handle the coBüchi condition in addition to the Büchi condition. The simplest
acceptance condition that is a combination of Büchi and coBüchi is the Rabin condition with one pair. This also corresponds to a parity condition with 3 colours. We
will describe how to modify history trees to handle this acceptance condition and
also show a determinisation construction for this acceptance condition.

3.2.1

Root history trees

For one-pair Rabin automata, it suffices to adjust this data structure slightly.
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Definition 3.2.1 (Root History Tree) A root history tree is a tree labelled with sets
of automata states. That is, l : T → 2Q r {∅} is a labelling function, which maps nodes
of T to non-empty sets of automata states.
For 1-pair Rabin automata, the labelling is subject to the following criteria.
1. The label of each node is a subset of the label of its predecessor:
l(v) ⊆ l(pred(v)) holds for all ε 6= v ∈ T .
2. The intersection of the labels of two siblings is disjoint:
∀v, v 0 ∈T . v6=v 0 ∧ pred(v)=pred(v 0 ) ⇒ l(v)∩l(v 0 ) = ∅.
3. The union of the labels of all siblings is contained, but not necessarily strictly
contained in the label of their predecessor:
∀v ∈ T r{ε} ∃q ∈ l(v) ∀v 0 ∈ T . v = pred(v 0 ) ⇒ q ∈
/ l(v 0 ).
4. The label of the root ε equals the union of its children’s labels:
S
l(ε) = {l(v) | v ∈ T ∩ ω}.
Thus, a root history tree (RHT) satisfies (1) and (2) from the definition of history
trees, and a relaxed version of (3) that allows for non-strict containment of the label
of the root.
Note that the 1-pair Rabin condition has an accepting and a rejecting component. Our modification allows for a transition step where only the youngest child
of the root contains states which are reachable through rejecting transitions. All
other children will contain successors reachable only through accepting and neutral
transitions as in the Büchi construction.

3.2.2

Construction

Let R1 = (Q, Σ, I, T, (A, R)) be a nondeterministic one-pair Rabin automaton with
|Q| = n states. We first construct a language equivalent deterministic Rabin automaton D1 = (D, Σ, d0 , ∆, {(Ai , Ri ) | i ∈ J}) where,
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• D is the set of RHTs over Q,
• d0 is the history tree ({ε, 0}, l : ε 7→ I, l : 0 7→ I),
• J is the set of nodes 6= ε that occur in some RHT of size n + 1 (due to the
exemption for the root in Rule (4) in the definition of RHTs, an RHT can contain
at most n + 1 nodes), and
• for every tree d ∈ D and letter σ ∈ Σ, the transition d0 = ∆(d, σ) is the result
of the sequence of the transition mechanism described below.
The index set is the set of nodes, and, for each index, the accepting and rejecting sets refer to this node.

Transition mechanism for determinising one-pair Rabin Automata

We determine ∆: (T , l), σ →
7 (T 0 , l0 ) as follows:
1. Update of node labels (subset constructions).
The root of a history tree d collects the momentarily reachable states Qr ⊆ Q
of the automaton R1 . In the first step of the construction, we update the label
of the root to the set of reachable states upon reading a letter σ ∈ Σ, using
the classical subset construction. We update the label of every other node
of the RHT d to reflect the successors reachable through accepting or neutral
transitions.
For ε, we update l to the function l1 by assigning l1 : ε 7→ {q 0 ∈ Q | ∃q ∈
l(ε). (q, σ, q 0 ) ∈ T }, and for all ε 6= v ∈ T , we update l to the function l1 by
assigning l1 : v 7→ {q 0 ∈ Q | ∃q ∈ l(v). (q, σ, q 0 ) ∈ T r R}.
2. Splitting of run threads / spawning new children.
In this step, we spawn new children for every node in the RHT. For nodes
other than the root ε, we spawn a child labelled with the set of states reachable
through accepting transitions; for the root ε, we spawn a child labelled like the
root.
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Thus, for every node ε 6= v ∈ d with c children, we spawn a new child vc and
expand l1 to vc by assigning l1 : vc 7→ {q ∈ Q | ∃q 0 ∈ l(v). (q 0 , σ, q) ∈ A}. If
ε has c children, we spawn a new child c of the root ε and expand l1 to c by
assigning l1 : c 7→ l1 (ε). We use Tn to denote the extended tree that includes
the new children.
3. Removing states from labels – horizontal pruning.
We obtain a function l2 from l1 by removing, for every node v with label l(v) =
Q0 and all states q ∈ Q0 , q from the labels of all younger siblings of v and all of
their descendants.
4. Identifying breakpoints – vertical pruning.
We denote with Te ⊆ Tn the set of all nodes v 6= ε whose label l2 (v) is now equal
to the union of the labels of its children. We obtain Tv from Tn by removing all
descendants of nodes in Te , and restrict the domain of l2 accordingly.
Nodes in Tv ∩ Te represent the breakpoints reached during the infinite run ρ
and are called accepting, that is, the transition of D1 will be in Av for exactly
the v ∈ Tv ∩ Te . Note that the root cannot be accepting.
5. Removing nodes with empty label.
We denote with Tr = {v ∈ Tv | l2 (v) 6= ∅} the subtree of Tv that consists of the
nodes with non-empty label and restrict the domain of l2 accordingly.
6. Reordering.
To repair the orderedness, we call kvk = |os(v) ∩ Tr | the number of
(still existing) older siblings of v, and map v

=

n1 . . . nj to v 0

=

kn1 k kn1 n2 k kn1 n2 n3 k . . . kvk, denoted rename(v).

For T 0 = rename(Tr ), we update a pair (Tr , l2 ) from Step 5 to d0 = T 0 , l0 with
l0 : rename(v) 7→ l2 (v).
We call a node v ∈ T 0 ∩ T stable if v = rename(v), and we call all nodes in J
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rejecting if they are not stable. That is, the transition will be in Rv exactly for
those v ∈ J, such that v is not a stable node in T ∩ T 0 .
Note that this construction is a generalisation of the same construction for Büchi
automata: if R = ∅, then the label of 0 is always the label of ε in this construction,
and the node 1 is not part of any reachable RHT. (We would merely write 0 in front
of every node of a history tree.)

Correctness
The correctness proof of this construction follows the same lines as the correctness
proof of the Büchi construction.
Lemma 3.2.2 [L(R1 ) ⊆ L(D1 )] Given that there is an accepting run of R1 on an ωword α, there is a node v ∈ J that is eventually always stable and always eventually
accepting in the run of D1 on α.
Proof idea. The proof idea and notation are the same as for Büchi determinisation:
the state of each accepting run is eventually ‘trapped’ in the same node of the RHT,
and this node must be accepting infinitely often. Let d0 , d1 . . . be the run of D1 on α
and q0 , q1 , . . . an accepting run of R1 on α. Then we can define a sequence v0 , v1 , . . .
with vi = host(qi , di ), and there must be a longest eventually stable prefix v in this
sequence.
An inductive argument can then be exploited to show that, once this prefix v is
henceforth stable, the index v cannot be rejecting. The assumption that there is a
point in time where v is stable but never again accepting can lead to a contradiction.
Once the transition (qi , α(i), qi+1 ) is accepting, qi+1 ∈ li+1 (vc) for some c ∈ ω and
for di+1 = (Ti+1 , li+1 ). As v is never again accepting or rejecting, we can show for
all j > i that, if qj ∈ lj (vcj ), then qj+1 ∈ lj+1 (vcj+1 ) for some cj+1 ≤ cj . This
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monotonicity leads to a contradiction with the assumption that v is the longest stable
prefix.
Proof. We first fix a run that is accepting ρ = q0 q1 . . . of R1 on an input word α, and
let ρD1 = d0 d1 . . . be the run of D1 on α. We then define the related sequence of host
nodes ϑ = v0 v1 v2 . . . = host(q0 , d0 )host(q1 , d1 )host(q2 , d2 ) . . ..
We define s = lim inf n→∞ |vn | to be the shortest length occurring infinitely often
of those host nodes. Note that the root cannot be the host node of any state, as it is
always labelled by the union of the labels of its children.
We follow the run and argue that the initial sequence of length s of the nodes
in ϑ eventually stabilises. Let i0 < i1 < i2 < . . . be an infinite ascending chain of
indices such that
1. (qj , α(j), qj+1 ) ∈ T r R is a neutral or accepting transition for any j ≥ i0 ,
2. the length |vj | ≥ s of the j-th node is not smaller than s for all j ≥ i0 , and
3. the length |vj | = s is equal to s for all indices j ∈ {i0 , i1 , i2 , . . .} in this chain.
(1), (2) and (3) together imply that when we follow the run of the deterministic
automaton in positions i0 , i1 , i2 , . . ., the host nodes vi0 , vi1 , vi2 , . . . form a descending
chain when the single nodes vi are compared by lexicographic order. As the domain
is finite, almost all elements of the descending chain are equal, say vi := π. In
particular, π ∈ J is stable infinitely often from some point onwards.
We now assume for contradiction that this stable prefix π is accepting only finitely
many times. We choose an index i from the chain i0 < i1 < i2 < . . . such that
1. π is stable for all j ≥ i and
2. π is not accepting for any j ≥ i.
Note that π is the host of qi for di , and qj ∈ lj (π) holds for all j ≥ i.
As ρ is accepting, there is a smallest index j > i such that (qj−1 , α(j − 1), qj ) ∈ A.
Now, as π is stable but not accepting for all k ≥ i (and hence for all k ≥ j), qk must
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henceforth be in the label of a child of π in dk , which contradicts the assumption that
infinitely many nodes in ϑ have length s = |π|.
Thus, π is eventually stable infinitely often and always accepting eventually.

2

Lemma 3.2.3 [L(D1 ) ⊆ L(R1 )] Given that there is a node v ∈ J, which is eventually
stable infinitely often and always accepting eventually for an ω-word α, then there is an
accepting run of R1 on α.
Notation. The notation is the same as for Büchi determinisation except for the
following minor adjustment. If, for all qj ∈ Q2 , there is such a sequence that contains
a transition in A but no transition in R, we write Q1 ⇒α Q2 .
Proof. Let α ∈ L(D1 ). Then there is a v that is eventually always stable and always
eventually accepting in the run ρD1 of D1 on α. We pick such a v.
Let 1 < i0 < i1 < i2 < . . . be an infinite ascending chain of indices such that
• v is stable for all transitions (dj−1 , α(j − 1), dj ) with j ≥ i0 , and
• the chain i0 < i1 < i2 < . . . contains exactly those indices i ≥ i0 such that
(di−1 , α(i − 1), di ) is accepting.
Let di = (Ti , li ) for all i ∈ ω. By construction, we have
• I →α[0,i0 [ li0 (v), and
• lij (v) ⇒α[ij ,ij+1 [ lij+1 (v).
Using this observation, we can build a tree of initial sequences of runs as follows: we build a tree of initial sequences of runs of R1 that contains a sequence
q0 q1 q2 . . . qij for any j ∈ ω iff
• (qi , α(i), qi+1 ) ∈ T is a transition of R1 for all i < ij ,
• (qi , α(i), qi+1 ) ∈
/ R is not rejecting for all i ≥ i0 − 1, and
• for all k < j there is an i ∈ [ik , ik+1 [ such that (qi , α(i), qi+1 ) ∈ A is an accepting
transition.
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By construction, this tree has the following properties:
• it is infinite,
• it is finitely branching,
• no branch contains more than i0 rejecting transitions, and,
• for all j ∈ ω, a branch of length > ij contains at least j accepting transitions.
Exploiting König’s lemma, the first two properties provide us with an infinite
path, which is a run of R1 on α. The last two properties then imply that this run is
accepting. α is therefore in the language of R1 .
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The lemmata 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 together provide the following corollary.
Corollary 3.2.4 L(R1 ) = L(D1 ).

3.3

Determinising parity automata

Having outlined a determinisation construction for one-pair Rabin automata using
root history trees, we proceed to define nested history trees (NHTs), the data structure
we use for determinising parity automata.
We assume that we have a parity automaton P = (Q, Σ, I, T, pri : T → Π). Note
that the priority function pri can also be expressed as pri : T → [π], where [π] ∈ Π
and we select e = 2b0.5πc.
Definition 3.3.1 (Nested history trees) A nested history tree is a triple (T , l, λ),
where T is a finite, prefix closed subset of finite sequences of natural numbers and a
special symbol s (for stepchild), ω ∪ {s}. We refer to all other children vc, c ∈ ω of a
node v as its natural children. We call l(v) the label of the node v ∈ T , and λ(v) its
level.
A node v 6= ε is called a Rabin root, if, and only if it ends in s. The root ε is called a
Rabin root if, and only if π > e. A node v ∈ T is called a base node if, and only if it is
not a Rabin root and λ(v) = 2. The set of base nodes is denoted base(T ).
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• The label l(v) of each node v 6= ε is a subset of the label of its predecessor:
l(v) ⊆ l(pred(v)) holds for all ε 6= v ∈ T .
• The intersection of the labels of two siblings is disjoint:
∀v, v 0 ∈T . v6=v 0 ∧ pred(v)=pred(v 0 ) ⇒ l(v)∩l(v 0 ) = ∅.
• For all base nodes, the union of the labels of all siblings is strictly contained in
the label of their predecessor:
∀v∈base(T ) ∃q∈l(v) ∀v 0 ∈T . v=pred(v 0 ) ⇒ q ∈l(v
/ 0 ).
• A node v ∈ T has a stepchild if, and only if v is neither a base-node, nor a Rabin
root.
• The union of the labels of all siblings of a non-base node equals the union of its
children’s labels:
∀v∈T r base(T ), l(v) = {q ∈ l(v 0 ) | v 0 ∈ T and v = pred(v 0 )} holds.
• The level of the root is λ(ε) = e.
• The level of a stepchild is 2 smaller than the level of its parent:
for all vs ∈ T , λ(vs) = λ(v) − 2 holds.
• The level of all other children equals the level of its parent:
for all i ∈ ω and vi ∈ T , λ(vi) = λ(v) holds.
While the definition sounds rather involved, it is (for odd π) a nesting of RHTs.
Indeed, for π = 3, we simply get the RHTs, and λ is the constant function with
domain {2}. For odd π > 3, removing all nodes that contain an s somewhere in the
sequence again resemble RHTs, while the sub-trees rooted in a node vs such that v
does not contain a s resemble NHTs whose root has level π − 3.
The transition mechanism from the previous section is adjusted accordingly. For
each level a (note that levels are always even), we define three sets of transitions for
the parity automaton P: the rejecting transitions Ra = {t ∈ T | pri(t) > a and pri(t)
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Figure 3.9: Abstract illustration of an NHT showing the differences in levels between
children and stepchildren.

is odd}; the accepting transitions Aa = {t ∈ T | pri(t) ≥ a and pri(t) is even}, and
the (at least) neutral transitions, Na = T r Ra .

3.3.1

Construction.


Let P = P, Σ, I, T, {pri : P → [π] be a nondeterministic parity automaton with
|P | = n states.
We construct a language equivalent deterministic Rabin automaton Rπ =
(D, Σ, d0 , ∆, {(Ai , Ri ) | i ∈ J}) where,
• D is the set of NHTs over P (i.e., with l(ε) ⊆ P ) whose root has level e, where
e = π if π is even, and e = π − 1 if π is odd,
• d0 is the NHT we obtain by starting with ({ε}, l : ε 7→ I, λ : ε 7→ e), and
performing Step 7 from the transition construction until an NHT is produced.
• J is the set of nodes v that occur in some NHT of level e over P , and
• for every tree d ∈ D and letter σ ∈ Σ, the transition d0 = ∆(d, σ) is the result
of the sequence of transformations described below.

Transition mechanism for determinising parity automata.
Note that we do not define the update of λ, but use λ. This can be done because the
level of the root always remains λ(ε) = e; the level λ(v) of all nodes v is therefore
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defined by the number of s occurring in v. Likewise, the property of v being a basenode or a Rabin root is, for a given π, a property of v and independent of the labelling
function.
Starting from an NHT d = (T , l, λ), we define the transitions ∆ : (d, σ) 7→ d0 as
follows:
1. Update of node labels (subset constructions).
For the root, we continue to use l1 (ε) = {q 0 ∈ Q | ∃q ∈ l(ε). (q, σ, q 0 ) ∈ T }.
For other nodes v ∈ T that are not Rabin roots, we use l1 (v) = {q 0 ∈ Q | ∃q ∈
l(v). (q, σ, q 0 ) ∈ Nλ(v) }.
For the remaining Rabin roots vs ∈ T , we use l1 (vs) = {q 0 ∈ Q | ∃q ∈
l(vs). (q, σ, q 0 ) ∈ Nλ(v) }. That is, we use the neutral transition of the higher
level of the parent of the Rabin node.
2. Splitting of run threads / spawning new children.
In this step, we spawn new children for every node in the NHT. For nodes
v ∈ T that are not Rabin roots, we spawn a child labelled with the set of states
reachable through accepting transitions. For a Rabin root v ∈ T , we spawn a
new child labelled like the root.
Thus, for every node v ∈ T which is not a Rabin root and has c natural children,
we spawn a new child vc and expand l1 to vc by assigning l1 : vc 7→ {q ∈ Q |
∃q 0 ∈ l(v). (q 0 , σ, q) ∈ Aλ(v) }. If a Rabin root v has c natural children, we
spawn a new child vc of the Rabin root v and expand l1 to vc by assigning
l1 : vc 7→ l1 (v). We use Tn to denote the extended tree that includes the new
children.
3. Removing states from labels – horizontal pruning.
We obtain a function l2 from l1 by removing, for every node v with label l(v) =
Q0 and all states q ∈ Q0 , q from the labels of all younger siblings of v and all of
their descendants.
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Stepchildren are always treated as the youngest sibling, irrespective of the order
of creation.
4. Identifying breakpoints – vertical pruning.
We denote with Te ⊆ Tn the set of all nodes v 6= ε whose label l2 (v) is now
equal to the union of the labels of its natural children. We obtain Tv from
Tn by removing all descendants of nodes in Te , and restrict the domain of l2
accordingly.
Nodes in Tv ∩Te represent the breakpoints reached during the infinite run ρ and
are called accepting. That is, the transition of Rπ will be in Av for exactly the
v ∈ Tv ∩ Te . Note that Rabin roots cannot be accepting as this would destroy
the nestedness of the data structure.
5. Removing nodes with empty label.
We denote with Tr = {v ∈ Tv | l2 (v) 6= ∅} the subtree of Tv that consists of the
nodes with non-empty label and restrict the domain of l2 accordingly.
6. Reordering.
To repair the orderedness, we call kvk = |os(v) ∩ Tr | the number of
(still existing) older siblings of v, and map v

=

n1 . . . nj to v 0

=

kn1 k kn1 n2 k kn1 n2 n3 k . . . kvk, denoted rename(v).

For To = rename(Tr ), we update a pair (Tr , l2 ) from Step 5 to d0 = To , l0 with
l0 : rename(v) 7→ l2 (v).
We call a node v ∈ To ∩ T stable if v = rename(v), and we call all nodes in J
rejecting if they are not stable. That is, the transition will be in Rv exactly for
those v ∈ J, such that v is not a stable node in T ∩ T 0 .
7. Repairing nestedness.
We initialise T 0 to To and then add recursively for
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• Rabin roots v without children a child v0 to T 0 and expand l0 by assigning
l0 : v0 7→ l0 (v), and for
• nodes v, which are neither Rabin roots nor base-nodes, without children
a child vs to T 0 and expand l0 by assigning l0 : vs 7→ l0 (v)
until we have constructed an NHT d0 = (T 0 , l0 , λ0 ).

3.3.2

Correctness

Lemma 3.3.2 L(P) ⊆ L(Rπ )

Notation.

For a state q of P, an NHT d = (T , l, λ) and an even number a ≤ e, we

call a node v 0 the a host node of q, denoted hosta (q, d), if q ∈ l(v 0 ), but not in l(v 0 c)
for any natural child v 0 c of v 0 , and λ(v 0 ) = a.
q0 , q1 , q2 . . . be an accepting run of P with even level a =

lim inf i→∞ pri qi , α(i), qi+1 on an ω-word α, let d0 d1 d2 . . . be the run of Rπ on α,
Let ρ

=

and let vi = hosta (qi , di ) for all i ∈ ω.
Proof idea. The core idea of the proof is again that the state of each accepting run
is eventually ‘trapped’ in a maximal initial sequence v of a-hosts, with the additional
constraint that neither v nor any of its ancestors are infinitely often rejecting, and
the transitions of the run of P are henceforth in Na .
We show by contradiction that v is accepting infinitely often. For λ(v) = a, the
proof is essentially the same as for one-Rabin determinisation. For λ(v) > a, the
proof is altered by a case distinction, where one case assumes that, for some index
i > 0 such that, for all j ≥ i, v is a prefix of all vj , (qj−1 , α(j − 1), qj ) ∈ Na , and
(dj−1 , α(j −1), dj ) ∈
/ Rv ∪Av , qi is in the label of a natural child vc of v. This provides
the induction basis – in the one-pair Rabin case, the basis is provided through the
accepting transition of the one-pair Rabin automaton, and we have no corresponding
transition with even priority ≥ λ(v) – by definition. If no such i exists, we choose an
i that satisfies the above requirements except that qi is in the label of a natural child
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vc of v. We can then infer that the label of vs also henceforth contains qi . As a Rabin
root whose parent is not accepting or rejecting, vs is not rejecting either.
Proof. We fix an accepting run ρ = q0 q1 . . . of P on an input word α, and use a =

lim inf i→∞ (qi , α(i), qi+1 ) to refer to the dominating even priority of its transitions
ρ. We also let ρRπ = d0 d1 . . . be the run of Rπ on α. We then define the related
sequences of host nodes ϑ = v0 v1 v2 . . . = hosta (q0 , d0 )hosta (q1 , d1 )hosta (q2 , d2 ) . . ..
Note that Rabin roots cannot be the ath host node of any state, as it is always
labelled by the union of the labels of its children, and its children have the same
level as the Rabin root itself.
• Let v 0 be the longest sequence, which is the initial sequence of almost all vi ,
and
• Let v the longest initial sequence of v 0 , such that, for no initial sequence v 00 of
v (including v itself), infinitely many transitions (di , α(i), di+1 ) are in Ra .
We first observe that such a node v exists: as qi ∈ li (ε) for di = (Ti , li , λi ) for all
i ∈ ω, ε satisfies all requirements except for maximality, such that a maximal element
v exists. We now distinguish two cases.
Case 1: ‘a = λ(v)’
The first case is that the level of the node v equals the dominating priority of ρ.
For this case, we can argue as in the one-Rabin pair case: if the transition is infinitely
often in the set Av of Rπ , then ρRπ is accepting. Otherwise we choose a point i ∈ ω
with the following properties:
• for all j ≥ i, (qj , α(j), qj+1 ) ∈ Na ,
• for all j ≥ i and all initial sequences w of v, (dj , α(j), dj+1 ) ∈
/ Rw ,
• for all j ≥ i, (dj , α(j), dj+1 ) ∈
/ Av , and
• pri(qi , α(i), qi+1 ) = a.
We can now build a simple inductive argument with the following ingredients.
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Induction basis:
There is a k ∈ ω such that qi+1 ∈ li+1 (vk).
The induction basis holds as the transition (qi , α(i), qi+1 ) is in Aa and the node
v is stable and non-accepting in (di , α(i), di+1 ).
Induction step:
if, for some k ∈ ω and j > i, qj ∈ lj (vk), then
• there is a k 0 ≤ k such that qj+1 ∈ lj+1 (vk 0 ), and
• if k = k 0 then (dj , α(j), dj+1 ) ∈
/ Rvk .
To see this, qj+1 is added to the ‘l1 (vk)’ from Step 1 of the transition mechanism
of the transition (dj , α(j), dj+1 ). As v is stable but not accepting, the only two
reasons for qj+1 ∈
/ lj+1 (vk) are that
• there is, for some k 00 < k, a q ∈ lj (vk 00 ) with and (q, α(j), qj+1 ) ∈ Nλ(v)
(note that λ(v) = λ(vk) = λ(vk 00 ) = a), or
• for some k 00 < k, the node vk 00 is removed in Step 5 of the transition
mechanism of the transition (dj , α(j), dj+1 ).
In both cases (and their combination), we have k 0 < k. If neither is the case,
then (dj , α(j), dj+1 ) ∈
/ Rvk (as rename(vk) = vk holds in the transition mechanism).
The position k ∈ ω of the child vk with qj ∈ l(vk) can thus only be decreased
finitely many times (and λ(vk) = a for all k ∈ ω). For some k ∈ ω, vk is therefore
a prefix of almost all vi of ϑ. Once stable, it is henceforth no more rejecting. This
contradicts the assumption that v is the longest such sequence.
Case 2: ‘a > λ(v)’:
The second case is that the level of v is strictly greater than the dominating priority of ρ. We argue along similar lines. If the transition is infinitely often in the set Av
of Rπ , then ρRπ is accepting. Otherwise we choose a point i ∈ ω with the following
properties:
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• for all j ≥ i, (qj , α(j), qj+1 ) ∈ Na „
• for all j ≥ i and all initial sequences w of v, (dj , α(j), dj+1 ) ∈
/ Rw , and
• for all j ≥ i, (dj , α(j), dj+1 ) ∈
/ Av .
The difference to the previous argument is that the third prerequisite,
‘pri(qi , α(i), qi+1 ) = a’, holds no longer. This was used for the induction basis. We
replace this by a distinction of two sub-cases.
The first one is, that we do have an induction basis: we can choose the i such that
there is a k ∈ ω such that qi+1 ∈ li+1 (vk). The rest of the argument can be copied for
this case:
Induction step:
if, for some k ∈ ω and j > i, qj ∈ lj (vk), then
• there is a k 0 ≤ k such that qj+1 ∈ lj+1 (vk 0 ), and
• if k = k 0 then (dj , α(j), dj+1 ) ∈
/ Rvk .
To see this, qj+1 is added to the ‘l1 (vk)’ from Step 1 of the transition mechanism
of the transition (dj , α(j), dj+1 ). As v is stable but not accepting, the two only
reason for qj+1 ∈
/ lj+1 (vk) are that
• there is, for some k 00 < k, a q ∈ lj (vk 00 ) with and (q, α(j), qj+1 ) ∈ Nλ(v)
(note that λ(v) = λ(vk) = λ(vk 00 ) = a), or
• for some k 00 < k, the node vk 00 is removed in Step 5 of the transition
mechanism of the transition (dj , α(j), dj+1 ).
In both cases (and their combination), we have k 0 < k. If neither is the case,
then (dj , α(j), dj+1 ) ∈
/ Rvk (as rename(vk) = vk holds in the transition mechanism).
The position k ∈ ω of the child vk with qj ∈ l(vk) can thus only be decreased
finitely many times (and λ(vk) = a for all k ∈ ω). For some k ∈ ω, vk is therefore
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a prefix of almost all vi of ϑ. Once stable, it is henceforth no more rejecting. This
contradicts the assumption that v is the longest such sequence.
The other sub-case is that no such i exists. We then choose i such that the two
remaining conditions are met. As λ(v) > a ≥ 2 holds, the union of the labels of the
children of v must be the same as the label of v. Consequently, we have qj ∈ l(vs)
for all j > i. It remains to show that vs is not rejecting infinitely many times. But the
only ways a Rabin root can be rejecting are that either its parent node is accepting
(the breakpoint of Step 4 from the transition mechanism) or not stable (Step 5 with
Step 3, removing states from the label that occur in younger siblings) in a transition.
But both are excluded in the definition of i.
Finally, we note that, for all vi in ϑ, λ(vi ) = a holds by construction. Consequently, λ(vi0 ) ≥ a holds for all initial sequences vi0 of vi . In particular, we have
λ(v) ≥ a, such that the above case distinction is complete.

2

Lemma 3.3.3 L(Rπ ) ⊆ L(P)
The proof of this lemma is essentially the proof of Lemma 3.2.3 where, for the
priority a = λ(v) chosen to be the level of the accepting index v, Aa takes the role of
the accepting set A from the one-pair Rabin automaton.
Notation. We denote with Q1 ⇒αa Q2 for a finite word α = α1 . . . αj−1 that there
is, for all qj ∈ Q2 , a sequence q1 . . . qj with
• q1 ∈ Q 1 ,
• (qi , αi , qi+1 ) ∈ Na for all 1 ≤ i < j, and
• (qi , αi , qi+1 ) ∈ Aa for some 1 ≤ i < j.
Proof. Let α ∈ L(Rπ ). Then there is a v that is eventually always stable and always
eventually accepting in the run ρRπ of Rπ on α. We pick such a v.
Let 1 < i0 < i1 < i2 < . . . be an infinite ascending chain of indices such that
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• v is stable for all transitions (dj−1 , α(j − 1), dj ) with j ≥ i0 , and
• the chain i0 < i1 < i2 < . . . contains exactly those indices i ≥ i0 such that
(di−1 , α(i − 1), di ) is accepting.
Let di = (Ti , li , λi ) for all i ∈ ω. By construction, we have
• I →α[0,i0 [ li0 (v), and
α[ij ,ij+1 [

• lij (v) ⇒a

lij+1 (v).

Using this observation, we can build a tree of initial sequences of runs as follows:
we build a tree of initial sequences of runs of P that contains a sequence q0 q1 q2 . . . qij
for any j ∈ ω if, and only if
• (qi , α(i), qi+1 ) ∈ T is a transition of P for all i < ij ,
• (qi , α(i), qi+1 ) ∈ Na is not rejecting for all i ≥ i0 − 1, and
• for all k < j there is an i ∈ [ik , ik+1 [ such that (qi , α(i), qi+1 ) ∈ Aa is an
accepting transition.
By construction, this tree has the following properties:
• it is infinite,
• it is finitely branching,
• no branch contains more than i0 transitions with odd priority > a, and,
• for all j ∈ ω, a branch of length > ij contains at least j transitions with even
priority ≥ a.
Exploiting König’s lemma, the first two properties provide us with an infinite
path, which is a run of P on α. The last two properties then imply that this run is
accepting. α is therefore in the language of P.
The lemmata 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 together provide the following corollary
Corollary 3.3.4 L(P) = L(Rπ ).
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3.4

Determinising generalised Büchi automata

Generalised Büchi automata are Büchi automata with multiple accepting sets. The
determinisation construction described in this section is a generalisation of the determinisation construction for nondeterministic Büchi automata presented in 3.1, which
in turn is a variation of Safra’s [Saf88]. We first define the structure that captures the
acceptance mechanism of our deterministic Rabin automaton. We adapt history trees
defined previously to handle the determinisation of generalised Büchi automata.

3.4.1

Generalised history trees

For a generalised history tree G = (T , l, h), (T , l) is the history tree introduced in
3.1. Generalised history trees are obtained by enriching history trees with the second
labelling function, h, that is used to relate nodes with a particular accepting set.
Definition 3.4.1 (Generalised History Tree) A generalised history tree G over Q for
k accepting sets is a triple G = (T , l, h) such that:
• T is an ordered tree,
• l : T → 2Q r {∅} is a labelling function such that
1. l(v) ( l(pred(v)) holds for all ε 6= v ∈ T ,
2. the intersection of the labels of two siblings is disjoint
(∀v, v 0 ∈ T . v 6= v 0 ∧ pred(v) = pred(v 0 ) ⇒ l(v) ∩ l(v 0 ) = ∅), and
3. the union of the labels of all siblings is strictly contained in the label of their
predecessor
(∀v ∈ T ∃q ∈ l(v) ∀v 0 ∈ T . v = pred(v 0 ) ⇒ q ∈
/ l(v 0 )), and
• h : T → [k] is a function that labels every node with a natural number from [k].
We call Fh(v) the active accepting set of v.
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3.4.2

Determinisation construction

Let GB = (Q, Σ, I, T, {Fi | i ∈ [k]}) be a generalised Büchi automaton with |Q| = n
states and k accepting sets. We will construct an equivalent deterministic Rabin
automaton RG = (D, Σ, d0 , δ, {(Ai , Ri ) | i ∈ J}) where,
• D is the set of generalised history trees over Q.
• d0 is the generalised history tree ({ε}, l : ε 7→ I, h : ε 7→ 1).
• J is the set of nodes that occur in some ordered tree of size n.
• For every tree d ∈ D and letter σ ∈ Σ, the transition d0 = δ(d, σ) is the result of
the following sequence of transformations:

Transition mechanism

We determine ∆: (T , l, h), σ →
7 (T 0 , l0 , h0 ) as follows:
1. Raw update of l.
We update l to the function l1 by assigning, for all v ∈ T , l1 : v 7→ {q ∈ Q |
∃q 0 ∈ l(v). (q 0 , σ, q) ∈ T }, i.e., to the σ successors of l(v).
2. Sprouting new children.
For every node v ∈ d with c children, we sprout a new child vc. Let Tn be

the tree of new children. Then we define, for all v in Tn , l1 : v 7→ q ∈ Q |

∃q 0 ∈ l pred(v) . (q 0 , σ, q) ∈ Fh(pred(v)) , i.e., to the σ successors of the active
accepting sets of their parents, and extend h to Tn0 = T ∪ Tn by h : v 7→ 1 for
all v ∈ Tn
3. Stealing of labels.
We obtain a function l2 from l1 by removing, for every node v with label l(v) =
Q0 and all states q ∈ Q0 , q from the labels of all younger siblings of v and all of
their descendants.
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4. Identifying breakpoints.
We denote with Te ⊆ Tn0 the set of all nodes v whose label l2 (v) is now equal
to the union of the labels of its children. We obtain Tv from Tn0 by removing
all descendants of nodes in Te , and restrict the domain of l2 and h accordingly.
(The resulting tree T 0 may no longer be ordered.)
Nodes in Tv ∩ Te are called accepting. We obtain h1 from h by choosing h : v 7→
h(v) + 1 for accepting nodes v with h(k) 6= k, h1 : v 7→ 1 for accepting nodes v
with h(k) = k, and h1 : v 7→ h(v) for all non-accepting nodes.
The transition is in Av if, and only if v is accepting.
5. Removing nodes with empty label.
We denote with Tr = {v ∈ Tv | l2 (v) 6= ∅} the subtree of Tv that consists of the
nodes with non-empty label and restrict the domain of l2 accordingly.
6. Reordering.
To repair the orderedness, we call kvk = |os(v) ∩ Tr | the number of
(still existing) older siblings of v, and map v

=

n1 . . . nj to v 0

=

kn1 k kn1 n2 k kn1 n2 n3 k . . . kvk, denoted rename(v).
For T 0 = rename(Tr ), we update a triple (Tr , l2 , h1 ) from the previous step to

d0 = T 0 , l0 , h0 with l0 : rename(v) 7→ l2 (v) and h0 : rename(v) 7→ h1 (v).
We call a node v ∈ T 0 ∩ T stable if v = rename(v), and we call all nodes in
J rejecting if they are not stable. The transition is in Rv if, and only if v is
rejecting.

Correctness
The correctness and completeness proofs of this determinisation construction are
similar to the proofs for Büchi determinisation.
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Lemma 3.4.2 [L(GB) ⊆ L(RG )] Given that there is an accepting run of GB, there is
a node that is stable infinitely often from some point in the run and always accepting
eventually during the run of RG on α
Proof.

We first fix a run that is accepting ρ = q0 q1 . . . of GB on an input word α,

and let ρD = d0 d1 . . . be the run of RG on α. We then define the related sequence of
host nodes ϑ = v0 v1 v2 . . . = host(q0 , d0 )host(q1 , d1 )host(q2 , d2 ) . . .. We define l to be
the shortest length occurring infinitely often |vi | of those host nodes.
The idea for proving correctness is that we need to show that the states in each
accepting run are eventually trapped in the same node of the generalised history tree.
This requires an inductive argument to show that there is some sequence induced
during the run (in this case, the sequence v of host nodes), which once established
that it is the longest stable prefix at some point during the run, then this prefix can
be shown to never be rejecting by way of contradiction.
We follow the run ρ and claim that there is a longest eventually stable prefix of
the nodes in ϑ of length l. Now, we extract an infinite ascending chain of indices
i0 < i1 < i2 < . . . such that
1. the length |vj | ≥ l of the j-th node is not smaller than l for all j ≥ i0 , and
2. the length |vj | ≥ l of the j-th node is equal to l = |vi | for all indices i ∈
{i0 , i1 , i2 , . . .} in this chain.
(1) and (2) together imply that when we follow the run of the deterministic
automaton in positions i0 , i1 , i2 , . . ., the host nodes vi0 , vi1 , vi2 , . . . form a descending
chain when the single nodes vi are compared by lexicographic order.
As the domain is finite, almost all elements of the descending chain are equal,
say vi := π. In particular, π is stable infinitely often from some point onwards.
Now that we have a claim that there is a longest eventually stable prefix, we now
assume for contradiction, that this stable prefix π is accepting only finitely often and
that it becomes rejecting from some point in time. We choose some index i from the
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chain i0 < i1 < i2 < . . . such that the longest stable prefix π is stable for all positions
j ≥ i. (Note that π is the host of qi for di , and qj ∈ lj (π) holds for all j ≥ i.)
As ρ is accepting, there is a smallest index j > i such that (qj−1 , α(j − 1), qj ) ∈
Fhi (π) . Now, as π is not accepting, qi must henceforth be in the label of a child of π,
which contradicts the assumption that infinitely many nodes in ϑ have length |π|.
Thus, π is eventually stable infinitely often and always accepting eventually.

2

Lemma 3.4.3 [L(RG ) ⊆ L(GB)] Given that there is a node v ∈ d (where d is a
generalised history tree) which is eventually stable infinitely often and always accepting
eventually for an ω-word α, then there is an accepting run of GB on α.

Notation.

The notation is the same as in Section 3.1.3 with the following minor

modification. If, for all qj ∈ Q2 , there is such a sequence that contains a transition in
Fa , we write Q1 ⇒αa Q2 .
Proof. Let α ∈ L(RG ). Then there is a v that is eventually always stable and always
eventually accepting in the run ρRG of RG on α. We pick such a v.
Let i0 < i1 < i2 < . . . be an infinite ascending chain of indices such that
• v is stable for all transitions (dj , α(j), dj+1 ) with j ≥ i0 , and
• the chain i0 < i1 < i2 < . . . contains exactly those indices i ≥ i0 such that
(di−1 , α(i − 1), di ) is accepting; this implies that h is updated exactly at these
indices.
Let di = (Ti , li , hi ) for all i ∈ ω. By construction, we have
• I →α[0,i0 [ li0 (v), and
α[i ,ij+1 [

• lij (v) ⇒hi j
j

lij+1 (v).

Exploiting König’s lemma, this provides us with the existence of a run of GB on α
that visits all accepting sets Fi of GB infinitely many times. [Note that the value of
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h is circulating in the successive sequences of the run.] This run is accepting, and α
2

therefore in the language of GB.
The lemmata 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 together provide the following corollary
Corollary 3.4.4 L(GB) = L(RG )

3.5

Estimations

In this subsection, we provide estimations for the number of states of a deterministic
automaton arising from our constructions. We provide estimations for the case of
determinising 1-pair Rabin automata and generalised Büchi automata. It is easy to
extend current results for estimating history trees[Sch09b] to these cases, especially
for 1-pair Rabin automata.

3.5.1

Estimation of the number of history trees

Schewe’s estimation of the number of history trees for a given Büchi automaton is
the current best estimation for this problem. He estimates the number #ht(n) of

history trees for Büchi automata with n states to be in o (1.65 n)n [Sch09b].

3.5.2

Estimation of the number of Root History Trees

Let #ht(n) and #rht(n) be the number of history trees and RHTs, respectively, over
sets with n states. First, #rht(n) ≥ #ht(n) holds, because the sub-tree rooted in
0 of an RHT is a history tree. Second, #ht(n + 1) ≥ #rht(n), because adding the
additional state to l(ε) turns an RHT into a history tree. With an estimation similar
to that of history trees [Sch09b], we get:
Theorem 3.5.1 The number of root history tree #rht(n), grows at a speed such that




inf c | #rht(n) ∈ O (cn)n = inf c | #ht(n) ∈ O (cn)n ≈ 1.65.

In Subsection3.5.1, it was shown that #ht(n) grows at a speed, such that inf c |

#ht(n) ∈ O (cn)n ≈ 1.65. We argue that #rht(n) does not only grow in the same
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speed, it even holds that there is only a small constant factor between #ht(n) and
#rht(n).
First, there is obviously a bijection between RHTs over Q and the subset of history
trees over Q ∪ {qd }, where qd ∈
/ Q is a fresh dummy state, and qd is the only state that
is hosted by the root. We estimate this size by the number of history trees, where qd
is hosted by the root ε of the history tree.
To keep the estimation simple, it is easy to see that the share of history trees with
< 31 n nodes diminishes to 0, as the number of trees with n nodes grows much faster
than the number of trees with < 31 n nodes and the number of functions from [n] onto
[n], n!, grows much faster than the functions from [n] to [ 13 n]. So we can assume for
our estimation that the tree has at least 31 n nodes, such that the share of trees where
qd is in the root is at most < n3 .
The limit limn→∞

#ht(n+1)
n#ht(n)

converges to (1 + nc )n = ec for c ≈ 1.65. Thus, we get

the following estimation:
limn→∞

3.5.3

#rht(n)
#ht(n)

c
c
≤ limn→∞ 3 #ht(n+1)
n#ht(n) 3e < 3e .

Estimation of the number of generalised history trees

The parameter ghtk (n) can be estimated in a similar way as the number of history
trees for the determinisation of Büchi automata, as generalised history trees are, just
like history trees, ordered trees with further functions on the set of nodes of the tree.


From [Sch09b], we have that ht(n) ∈ supx>0 O m(x) · 4β(x) ⊂ o (1.65 n)n ,
where n is the number of states of the nondeterministic Büchi automaton and m is
the size of a history tree.

Using the functions from above, ghtk (n) ∈ supx>0 O m(x)·k β(x) ·4β(x) , providing
(1.65 n)n , for k = 1, (3.13 n)n for k = 2, and (4.62n)n for k = 3.1
This value converges against
(1.47kn)n
1
The values for the constants in the estimates are given from evaluating the equations for different
values of k.
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for large k.
Note that for all deterministic automata produced by our constructions, there
may be up to 2n − 1 Rabin pairs.
For estimating nested history trees, simply multiplying the size of the data structure by the number of priorities gives an (nk)O(nk) upper bound, which is comparable
to current trivial upper bounds derived from converting parity automata to Büchi automata and then determinising. Finding a tighter estimate for the number of nested
history trees is a good question for future work.

3.6

Determinising to parity automata

In this section, we show that starting from our determinisation constructions described previously, we can determinise to deterministic parity automata. We also
provide size estimations for the constructions. Most of these results are published in
[SV14a] and [SV12].
Deterministic parity automata seem to be a nice target when determinising ωautomata given that algorithms that solve parity games (e.g, for acceptance games
of alternating and emptiness games of nondeterministic parity tree automata) have
a lower complexity when compared to solving Rabin games. For Büchi and Streett
automata, determinisation to parity automata was first shown by Piterman in [Pit07].
For applications that involve co-determinisation, the parity condition also avoids the
intermediate Streett condition.
Safra’s determinisation construction (and younger variants) intuitively enforces
a parity-like order on the nodes of history trees. Index Appearance Records are a
variant of Latest Appearance Records first introduced in [McN66]. By storing the
order in which nodes are introduced during the construction, we can capture the
Index Appearance Records construction that is traditionally used to convert Rabin
or Streett automata to parity automata. To achieve this, we augment the states of
the deterministic automaton (GHTs, RHTs or NHTs) with a later introduction record
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a,b,c,d,e,f,g
1

c

b,e,f
2

e
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d,g
6

3

g

f

Figure 3.10: Example ordered tree with numbers denoting order of appearance. The
corresponding LIR is [0 1 2 3 4 5 6]
(LIR), an abstraction of the order in which the non-Rabin nodes of the ordered trees
are introduced. (As Rabin roots are but redundant information, they are omitted in
this representation.)

3.6.1

From nondeterministic parity, 1-pair Rabin, and Büchi automata
to deterministic parity automata

We show how this construction works for determinising parity automata to deterministic parity automata. As the parity condition subsumes the 1-pair Rabin condition,
which in turn subsumes the Büchi condition, this construction works for the determinisation of automata that express all the above acceptance conditions.
For an ordered tree T with m nodes that are not Rabin roots, an LIR is a sequence
v1 , v2 , . . . vm that contains the nodes of T that are not Rabin root nodes, such that,
each node appears after its ancestors and older siblings.
For example, consider the ordered tree given in Figure 3.10 where the numbers
leading to the states describe its ordering with respect to time of generation of the
node. The LIR corresponding to the ordered tree is [0123456]. 0 denotes the root.
For convenience in the lower bound proof, we represent a node v ∈ T of an NHT
d = (T , l, λ) in the LIR by a triple (Sv , πv , Pv ) where Sv = l(v), is the label of v,
πv = λ(v) the level of v, and Pv = {q ∈ Q | v = hostπv (q, d)} is the set of states πv
hosted by v. The v can be reconstructed by the order and level. We call the possible
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Figure 3.11: This figure shows an example transition on reading a letter σ just like
the examples shown for the construction to Rabin automata. The corresponding LIR
is now [0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13]. We will skip several steps like deleting
duplicates horizontally and vertically and go straight to the next step where nodes
are deleted for purposes of illustration of the LIR.
sequences of these triples LIR-NHTs. Obviously, each LIR-NHT defines an NHT, but
not the other way round.
Definition 3.6.1 (LIR-NHT) A finite sequence (S1 , π1 , P1 )(S2 , π2 , P2 )(S3 , π3 , P3 ) . . .
(Sk , πk , Pk ) of triples is a LIR-NHT if it satisfies the following requirements for all i ∈ [k].
1. Pi ⊆ Si ,
2. {Pi } ∪ {Sj | j>i, πi =πj , and Sj ∩Si 6=∅} partitions Si .
3. {Sj | j > i, πi = πj + 2, and Sj ∩ Pi 6= ∅} partition Pi .
4. If the highest priority of P is even, then πi = e implies Si ⊆ S1 . (In this case, the
lowest level construction is Büchi and the first triple always refers to the root.)
5. For πi < e, there is a j < i with Si ⊆ Pj .
To define the transitions of D, we can work in two steps. First, we identify, for
each position i of a state N = (S1 , π1 , P1 )(S2 , π2 , P2 )(S3 , π3 , P3 ) . . . of D, the node vi
of the NHT d = (T , l, λ) for the same input letter. We then perform the transition

d, σ, (T 0 , l0 , λ0 ) on this Rabin automaton. We are then first interested in the set of
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a,b,c,d,e,f,g
5

1

e,f,g

b,c,d
2
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c

Figure 3.12: Here, some nodes have been deleted. Node 5 still remains and its
position in the LIR is advanced. The LIR now looks like this: [0 1 2 3 5 4 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13]. The transition leading to this state is now labelled with priority 6 as the
smallest node position in the LIR that is either accepting or rejecting is position 3.
non-rejecting nodes from this transition and their indices. These indices are moved
to the left, otherwise maintaining their order. All remaining vertices of T 0 are added
at the right, maintaining orderedness.
The priority of the transition is determined by the smallest position i in the sequence, where the related node in the underlying tree is accepting or rejecting.
It is therefore more convenient to use a min-parity condition, where the parity of
lim inf n→∞ pri(ρ) determines acceptance of a run ρ. As this means smaller numbers
have higher priority, pri is representing the opposite of a priority function, and we
refer to the priority as the co-priority for clear distinction.
If the smallest node is rejecting, the transition has co-priority 2i − 1, if it is accepting (and not rejecting), then the transition has co-priority 2i, and if no such node
exists, then the transition has co-priority ne + 1.
In case the nondeterministic automaton is Büchi or 1-pair Rabin, when we augment a LIR to a history tree/RHT, the LIR-NHT reduces to the order in which the
nodes of the history tree/RHT are introduced.
Lemma 3.6.2 Given a nondeterministic parity automaton P with |P | = n states and
maximal priority π, we can construct a language equivalent deterministic parity automaton D with ne + 1 priorities for e = 2b0.5πc, whose states are the LIR-NHTs described above.
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Proof.

We use our determinisation technique from Section 3.3 to construct a de-

terministic parity automaton, whose states consist of the LIR-NHTs, i.e., the NHTs
augmented with the Later Introduction Records, with the parity index on the transitions from the states of the automata.
First, we observe that P is language equivalent to the deterministic Rabin automaton Rπ from the construction of Section 3.3 by Corollary 3.3.4.
Let α be a word in the language L(Rπ ) of the automaton Rπ . By definition of
acceptance, we have an index v such that the node v is a node, which is eventually
always stable and always eventually accepting in the transitions of the run of Rπ on
α. Note that v cannot be a Rabin root, as Rabin roots cannot be accepting.
Once stable, the position of this node in the LIR is non-increasing, and it decreases
exactly when a node at a smaller position is deleted. This can obviously happen only
finitely many times, and the position will thus eventually stabilise at some position
p. Moreover, all positions ≤ p will then be henceforth stable.
Then, by our construction, it is easy to see that henceforth no transition can have
a co-priority < 2p. At the same time, for each following transition where v is accepting in the deterministic Rabin automaton, the respective transition of the run of P
has a priority ≤ 2p. (At some node that is represented in a position ≤ 2p, an accepting or rejecting event happens.) These two observations provide, together with the
fact that these priorities ≤ 2p must occur infinitely many times by the deterministic
Rabin automaton being accepting, that the dominating priority of the run is an even
priority ≤ 2p.
In the other direction, let 2i be the dominant priority for a run of our DPA D
on a word α. This leads to a scenario where all positions ≤ i eventually maintain
their positions in the LIR. The respective nodes they represent remain stable, but not
accepting, from then on in the transitions of the run of Rπ on α.
Observe that all older siblings (and ancestors, except for the omitted Rabin root)
of a node v of an NHT are represented on a smaller position than v. The node
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corresponding to the position i is always eventually accepting in the transitions of
2

Rπ on α, such that α is accepted by Rπ .

Size estimation for determinisation of 1-pair Rabin and Büchi automata to parity automata
Lemma 3.6.3 A deterministic parity automaton resulting from determinising a onepair Rabin automaton R1 has O(n!2 ) states
Proof. Let |Q| = n be the number of states of our nondeterministic one-pair Rabin
automaton. We explicitly represent (for the sake of evaluating the state-space) the
tree structure of an RHT/LIR pair with m nodes by a sequence of m − 1 integers
i1 , i2 . . . im such that ij points to the position < j of the parent of the node vj in the
LIR v1 , v2 , . . . vm . There are (m−1)! such sequences. There is an obvious bijection between this representation of an LIR and its original definition. Thus, for an RHT/LIR
pair with n + 1 nodes, we can have up to n! such RHT/LIR pairs just by virtue of the
order of introduction of the nodes.
To more accurately evaluate the number of states, we have to consider the way
RHTs are labelled. The root is always labelled with the complete set of reachable
states.
We first consider the case where the root is labelled with all |n| states of the
nondeterministic one-pair Rabin automaton R1 .
For history trees with m nodes over n = |Q| states and n states labelling the
root, Let t(n, m) denote the number of such trees augmented with later introduction
record.
First of all, t(n, n + 1) = (n! · n!) holds : For such a tree, there can be up to n! onto
functions that resemble the labelling of states of the deterministic automaton and n!
RHTs augmented with LIRs.
For every m ≤ (n + 1), the following is a coarse estimation from [Sch09b] proP
viding t(n, m − 1) ≤ 12 t(n, m). Hence, ni=1 t(n, i) ≤ 2(n! · n!).
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We next consider the case where the root is not labelled with all |n| states of
the nondeterministic one-pair Rabin automaton R1 . Now, we let t0 (n, m) denote the
number of root history trees with m nodes over n states augmented with LIRS. We
now have t0 (n, n) = (n − 1)!n! and, by a similar analysis to the case of t, we also have
Pn−1 0
t0 (n, m − 1) ≤ 21 t0 (n, m) for every m ≤ n, and hence i=1
t (n, i) ≤ 2(n − 1)!n!.
P
Overall, the number of Root History Trees augmented with LIRs is ni=1 t(n, i) +
Pn−1 0
2
i=1 t (n, i) ≤ O(n! ). The number of states of the resulting deterministic parity
automaton is O(n!2 ), which equates to a linear increase in size when compared with
a deterministic parity automaton resulting from the determinisation of a language
equivalent nondeterministic Büchi automaton instead of a nondeterministic one-pair
2

Rabin automaton.

Lemma 3.6.4 A deterministic parity automaton resulting from determinising a Büchi

automaton B has O n!(n − 1!) states.
A similar estimation for the case of determinising Büchi automata to parity au
tomata would result in O (n − 1)!n! states, when the acceptance condition is placed
on the transitions rather than the states. This is because over a set of n states, an RHT
has a redundant root node when compared to a history tree over the same number
of states.

3.6.2

From Generalised Büchi automata to deterministic parity automata

LIRs can similarly be augmented to generalised history trees to describe a determinisation construction from generalised Büchi automata to deterministic parity automata. A GHT/LIR pair is again a sequence v1 , v2 , . . . vm that contains the nodes
of T from the generalised history tree G = (T , l, h). Every node appears after its
parents and older siblings.
Theorem 3.6.5 Given a nondeterministic generalised Büchi automaton GB with |Q| =
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n states and k accepting sets, one can construct a language equivalent deterministic

parity automaton D with O n!(n − 1!)k n states and 2n priorities.
Proof.

First, we observe that the counting of GHT/LIR pairs is almost identical to

the counting of history tree/LIR pairs. The distinguishing component in this case is
the function h : T → [k] which labels every node of a generalised history tree with a
natural number. The inclusion of h multiplies the state-space by k n . We thus have at

most O n!(n−1!)k n states of the deterministic automaton through our construction.
We use our determinisation technique from Section 3.4 to construct a deterministic parity automaton, whose states are the GHT/LIR pairs and the parity index on
the transitions from the states of the automaton. The priority of a transition from a
state is determined by the smallest position i in the LIR that is either accepting or
rejecting. If the smallest node is rejecting, the transition has co-priority 2i − 1, if it
is accepting (and not rejecting), then the transition has co-priority 2i. If no node is
accepting or rejecting, the co-priority is 2n + 1.
We observe that GB is language equivalent to the deterministic Rabin automaton
RG from the construction of Section 3.4 by Corollary 3.4.4. Let α be a word in
the language L(RG ) of the automaton RG . By definition of acceptance, we have an
index v such that the node v is a node, which is eventually always stable and always
eventually accepting in the transitions of the run of RG on α.
Once stable, the position of this node in the LIR is non-increasing, and it decreases
exactly when a node at a smaller position is deleted. This can obviously happen only
finitely many times, and the position will thus eventually stabilise at some position
p. Moreover, all positions ≤ p will then be henceforth stable.
Then, by our construction, it is easy to see that henceforth no transition can
have a co-priority < 2p. At the same time, for each following transition where v is
accepting in the deterministic Rabin automaton, the respective transition of the run
of GB is accepting infinitely often. These two observations provide, together with the
fact that these priorities ≤ 2p must occur infinitely many times by the deterministic
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Rabin automaton being accepting, that the dominating priority of the run is an even
priority ≤ 2p.
In the other direction, let 2i be the dominant priority for a run of our DPA D
on a word α. This leads to a scenario where all positions ≤ i eventually maintain
their positions in the LIR. The respective nodes they represent remain stable, but not
accepting, from then on in the transitions of the run of RG on α.
Observe that all older siblings (and ancestors) of a node v of a GHT are represented on a smaller position than v. The node corresponding to the position i is
always eventually accepting in the transitions of RG on α, such that α is accepted by
2

RG .

3.7

Summary

Building on the current tight construction for the determinisation of Büchi automata,
we have introduced determinisation constructions for the following cases:
1. Determinising from a nondeterministic parity(consequently, the special-case of
1-pair Rabin) automaton to a deterministic Rabin automaton.
2. Determinising from a nondeterministic generalised Büchi automaton to a deterministic Rabin automaton.
3. Determinising from a nondeterministic parity(consequently, the special-case of
1-pair Rabin) automaton to a deterministic parity automaton.
4. Determinising from a nondeterministic generalised Büchi automaton to a deterministic parity automaton.
In the next chapter, we will show lower bounds for these constructions.
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Chapter

4

Lower bounds for determinisation
In this chapter, we provide lower bounds for our constructions. We use a family of
automata called full automata that can simulate every automaton of the same size.
We adapt a technique used to prove an exact lower bound for Büchi determinisation in [CZ09], to prove exact lower bounds for parity automata and generalised
Büchi automata. We also provide a tight lower bound for determinisation to parity
automata. The arguments for these techniques are more involved than for Büchi
determinisation. Most of the results presented here were published in [SV14a] and
[SV12].

4.1
4.1.1

Technical preliminaries
Full parity automata

Our lower bound proof builds on full automata (cf. [Yan08]), like the ones used in
[CZ09] to establish a lower bound for the translation from nondeterministic Büchi
to deterministic Rabin automata.

A parity automaton Pnπ = Q, Σπn , I, T, pri with n states is called full if its alphabet Σπn = Q × Q> → 2[π] is the set of functions from Q × Q> to sets of priorities [π],
and
• I = Q,
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• T =



q, σ, q 0 ) | q ∈ Q, q 0 ∈ Q> , σ(q, q 0 ) 6= ∅ ,


• pri : (q, σ, q 0 ) 7→ opt σ(q, q 0 ) for all q, q 0 ∈ Q with σ(q, q 0 ) 6= ∅, where opt
returns the highest even number of a set, and the lowest odd number if the set
contains no even numbers.
(q, σ, >) encodes immediate acceptance from state q. Every nondeterministic parity automaton with priorities ≤ π can be viewed as a language restriction (by alphabet restriction) of Pnπ . Pnπ therefore recognises the hardest language recognisable by
any parity automata with n states and maximal priority π.

4.1.2

Full Generalised Büchi automata

A generalised Büchi automaton Bnk = (Σ, Q, I, T, {Fi | i ∈ [k]}) is called full if
• Σkn = Q × Q> → 2[k+1] , |Q| = n, and I = Q,
• T = {(q, σ, q 0 ) | ∃i ∈ [k + 1]. (q, i, q 0 ) ∈ σ}, and
• Fi = {(q, σ, q 0 ) | (q, i, q 0 ) ∈ σ}.

4.1.3

Language games

A language game is an initialised two player game G = (V, E, v0 , L), which is played
between a verifier and a spoiler on a star-shaped directed labelled multi-graph (V, E)
without self-loops. It has a finite set V of vertices, but a potentially infinite set of
edges.
The centre of the star, which we refer to by c ∈ V , is the only vertex of the verifier,
while all other vertices are owned by the spoiler. Besides the centre, the game has
a second distinguished vertex, the initial vertex v0 , where a play of the game starts.
The remaining vertices W = V r {v0 , c} are called the working vertices. Like v0 , they
are owned by the spoiler.
The edges are labelled by finite words over an alphabet Σ. Edges leaving the
centre vertex are labelled by the empty word ε, and there is exactly one edge leaving
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via each working vertex, and no outgoing edge to the initial vertex. The set of these
outgoing edges is thus {(c, ε, v) | v ∈ W }. The edges that lead back to the centre
vertex are labelled with non-empty words.
The players play out a run of the game in the usual way by placing a pebble on the
initial vertex v0 , letting the owner of that vertex select an outgoing edge, moving the
pebble along it, and so forth. This way, an infinite sequence of edges is produced,
and concatenating the finite words by which they are labelled provides an infinite
word w over Σ. The verifier has the objective to construct a word in L, while the
spoiler has the antagonistic objective to construct a word in Σω r L.
Theorem 4.1.1 [CZ09] If the verifier wins a language game for a language recognised
by a deterministic Rabin automaton R with r states, then he wins the language game
using a strategy with memory r.
This is because he can simply run R as a witness automaton. Intuitively, the
verifier would play on the product of R and G. This is a Rabin game, and if the
verifier wins, then he wins memoryless [Kla94, Zie98]. Thus, the states of R can
serve as the memory in G: the verifier will simply make the decision defined by the
decision he made in the product game.
Corollary 4.1.2 If the verifier wins a language game for a language recognised by a
deterministic Rabin automaton R with r < |W | states, then he wins the language game
played on a reduced graph, where the set of his outgoing edges is reduced to r edges of
his choice before playing the otherwise unchanged game.
These are simply the at most r edges chosen by the verifier under the at most r
different memory states.

4.1.4

Restricting the reachability set

Estimating the size of deterministic Rabin, Streett, or parity automata that recognise
the same language as a nondeterministic automaton (either a parity automaton with
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n states and maximal priority π, or a generalised Büchi automaton with n states and
k accepting sets) reduces to estimating the size of the deterministic Rabin, Streett,
or parity automata that recognises the language of Pnπ or Bnk . A useful property of
this language is that we can focus on states with different sets of reachable states
independently. We use reach(u) to denote the states reachable by a word u ∈ Σ∗ in
Pnπ , resp. Bnk that is not immediately accepted by Pnπ , resp. Bnk (that is, such that
> is not reachable on u). reach(u) can be defined inductively: reach(ε) = I, and

reach(va) = q 0 ∈ Q | ∃q ∈ reach(v). (q, σ, q 0 ) ∈ T for all words v ∈ Σ∗ and all
letters a ∈ Σ. This allows us to extend a useful observation from [CZ09]: states refer
to reachability sets. Moreover, the states for each reachablity set can be considered
independently.

Notation.

In this section, we use ρ(s, u) to refer to a finite part of the run of a

deterministic automaton that starts in a state s upon reading a word u ∈ Σπn + or
+

a word u ∈ Σkn , respectively. If this finite part of the run ends in a state s0 , we
also write ρ(s, u, s0 ). In particular, ρ(s, u, s0 ) implies that s0 is reached from s when
reading u. For Rabin automata, an index i is accepting resp. rejecting for ρ(s, u, s0 ), if
it is accepting resp. rejecting in some transition in this sequence of a run. For parity
automata, the co-priority of ρ(s, u, s0 ) is the smallest co-priority that occurs in any
transition in the respective sequence of a run.
Lemma 4.1.3 Let A be a deterministic Rabin1 , Streett, or parity (or, more generally, Muller) automaton that recognises the language of Pnπ or its complement. Then
ρ(s0 , u, s) and ρ(s0 , v, s) imply reach(u) = reach(v) or reach(u) 3 > ∈ reach(v).
Proof.

Assume for contradiction that this is not the case. We select two words

u, v ∈ Σ∗ with ρ(s0 , u, s) and ρ(s0 , v, s). Let σ∅ : (q, q 0 ) 7→ ∅∀(q, q 0 ) ∈ Q × Q> .
If reach(u) 3 > ∈
/ reach(v), then vσ∅ ω is accepted, and uσ∅ ω is rejected by Pnπ .
1

for Rabin automata, this has been shown in [CZ09]
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If > ∈
/ reach(u) ∪ reach(v) and q ∈ reach(u) r reach(v), then we use σq : (q, q) 7→
{2} and σq : (q 0 , q 00 ) 7→ ∅ if (q 0 , q 00 ) 6= (q, q). Then uσq ω is accepted, while vσq ω is
rejected by Pnπ .
Doing the same with u and v reversed provides us with the required contradic2

tion.

A similar argument can be used for deterministic automata that recognise the
language of Bnk . As a consequence, we can focus on sets of states with the same
reachability set.

4.2

Lower bounds for parity determinisation

Now we establish the optimality of our determinisation to Rabin automata. In SubSection 3.3, we introduced a construction to determinise parity automata to deterministic Rabin automata. We show that the Rabin automata produced using Corollary 3.3.4 and recognising the same language as Pnπ cannot be minimized further by
using the language of Pnπ as the target language.
We also show that our determinisation to parity automata is optimal up to a small
constant factor. What is more, this lower bound extends to the more liberal Streett
acceptance condition.
The technique we employ is similar to [CZ09], in that we use the states (for Rabin automata) or a large share of the states (for parity automata) of the resulting
automaton as memory in a game, and argue that it can be won, but not with less
memory. Just as in [CZ09], we use a game where this memory is a lower bound for
the size of a deterministic Rabin automaton that recognises the language of a full
nondeterministic automaton (see below). To estimate the size of a minimal Streett
automaton, we use the complement language instead. Consequently, we get a dual
result: a lower bound for a Rabin automaton that recognises the complement language. By duality, this bound is also the lower bound for a deterministic Streett
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automaton that recognises the language of this full automaton. As the parity condition is a special Streett condition, this lower bound extends to parity automata.
To establish that the deterministic parity automaton Dnπ from Lemma 3.6.2 cannot be 50% larger than any deterministic Streett – and thus in particular than any
deterministic parity – automaton that recognises the language of Dnπ , we use the
complement language of Pnπ as our target language.
We therefore get a bound on the smallest size of a Rabin automaton that recognises the complement of the language of Pnπ , and hence for a Streett automaton that
recognises Pnπ . Having an upper bound for parity that matches this lower bound
for the more general Streett condition, we can infer tightness of our determinisation
construction for both classes of automata.

4.2.1

To deterministic Rabin automata.

To establish the lower bound, it is easier to use triples (Sv , πv , Pv ) for each node v ∈ T
of an NHT (T , l, λ). By abuse of notation, we refer to the triple by T (v) (and thus
to the state of the DRA by T ), to label by TS (v) and to {q ∈ Q | v = hostλ(v) (q, T )}
by TP (v).
To define the edges leaving a spoiler vertex T , we refer to the finite part of a run
of Rπn that starts in T when reading a word u ∈ Σπn + by ρ(T , u). If this finite part of
the run ends in T 0 , we also write ρ(T , u, T 0 ). In particular, ρ(T , u, T 0 ) implies that T 0
is reached from T when reading u. The accepting and rejecting nodes of ρ(T , u, T 0 )
are the union of the accepting and rejecting nodes, respectively, of the individual
transitions in this section of the run.
Definition 4.2.1 (Relevant change) In a finite part ρ(T , u, T 0 ), of our Rabin automaton Rπn the relevant change is the minimal position v w.r.t. lexicographic order,
where
• the node has been accepting or rejecting during the piece of the run, or
• where T (v) 6= T 0 (v).
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We call the node v the relevant change, and we call it
• rejecting, if ρ(T , u, T 0 ) is rejecting at v,
• accepting, if ρ(T , u, T 0 ) is accepting but not rejecting at v,
• growing, if it is not rejecting and TS0 (v) ) TS (v), and
• shrinking, if it is not rejecting, TS0 (v) = TS (v) and TP0 (v) ( TP (v).
We use a set of language games, one for each subset S ⊆ Q of the states Q of Pnπ
with two or more states. The vertices of such a language game consist of the centre
vertex, the initial vertex, and the working states W . These working states consist of
the states of Rπn with reach(T ) = S. The target language is the language of all words
accepted by Rπn , and we have the following edges:
• there is an edge (v0 , u, c) for all u ∈ Σπn + with ρ(T0 , u, T ) and T ∈ W ,
• (c, ε, T ) for all T ∈ W , and
• (T , u, c) if ρ(T , u, T 0 ) is accepting, growing, or shrinking, and T 0 ∈ W .
Lemma 4.2.2 The verifier wins these language games.
Proof. The verifier can simply use the strategy to monitor the state that the monitor
DRA Rπn from Corollary 3.3.4 would be in. He then has the winning strategy to play
(c, ε, T ) when the automaton is in state T .
To see that he wins the game with this strategy, we consider the run of Rπn on the
word defined by the play (v0 , u0 , c)(c, ε, T1 )(T1 , u1 , c)(c, ε, T2 ) . . ., which refers to the
word u0 u1 u2 . . ..
The segments ρ(Ti , ui , Ti+1 ) of the run have, for all i ≥ 1, an accepting, growing,
or shrinking relevant change.
Let us consider the relevant changes of these segments. There is a – with respect to lexicographic order – minimal one vmin that occurs infinitely often. Let us
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choose a position i in the play such that no lexicographic smaller than v 0 is henceforth a relevant change. Then no node smaller than or equal to v (with respect to
the lexicographic order) can henceforth be rejecting.
Clearly, if v is infinitely often accepting, then the verifier wins.
Let us assume for contradiction that there is a j > i such that v is not accepting from position j onwards. Then, the set of states in Tl (v) must henceforth grow
monotonously with l, and grow strictly every time v is growing. As this can only happen finitely many times, there is a k > j such that v is henceforth neither accepting
nor growing.
Then, the set of pure states in Tl (v) must henceforth shrink monotonously with l,
and shrink strictly every time v is shrinking.
As this can only happen finitely often, this provides us with the required contra2

diction.

To establish that a minimal Rabin automaton that recognises the language of Rπn
cannot be smaller than Rnπ , we show that the verifier needs all edges to win each of
these games.
For this, we recall the structure of the strategy that the verifier applies: he would
use Rπn as a witness automaton, moving to the vertex that represents the state T that
Rπn would be in upon reading the finite word produced so far.
If one of his outgoing edges is removed, then there is one such state, say T , he
cannot respond to properly. Instead, he would have to go to a different state T 0 . We
show that, irrespective of the states T and T 0 6= T chosen, the spoiler can produce a
word u ∈ Σπn + such that (T , u, c) is an edge in G and ρ(T 0 , u, T ) is not accepting in
any position.
If the spoiler has such an option, then she can use Rπn as a witness automaton:
whenever it is her move, she chooses an edge with the properties described above.
Lemma 4.2.3 Let T and T 0 be two different states of Rπn with reach(T ) = reach(T 0 ).
Then there is a word u ∈ Σπn + such that no node in ρ(T , u, T ) is accepting and
ρ(T 0 , u, T ) has an accepting, growing, or shrinking relevant change.
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Proof. We first identify the minimal position v in which T and T 0 are different, and
the set P of all lexicographic smaller positions that are part of T (and thus of T 0 ).
We use a word u = σv that consists of an initial letter, in which all nodes but P
are rejecting when staring in T and the nodes in P are neither accepting nor rejecting
when staring in T or T 0 . In the second phase, we re-build T without making any
node in P accepting or rejecting.
Now let T (v) = (Sv , πv , Pv ), T 0 (v) = (Sv0 , πv , Pv0 ), and T (v) = (Sv , πv , Pv ) for all
v 0 ∈ P . (Recall that the priority is defined by the position in the tree.)
We now distinguish four cases:
1. There is an s ∈ Sv0 r Sv ,
2. Sv0 = Sv and there is an s ∈ Pv r Pv0 ,
3. Sv ) Sv0 , and
4. Sv0 = Sv and Pv ( Pv0 .
We select the first letter of our word as follows.
1. If there is an s ∈ Sv0 r Sv , then we can fix such an s and select the first letter of
our word as follows:
• We let πv ∈ σ(s, s0 ) for all s0 ∈ Sv .
• For all v 0 ∈ P , all s0 ∈ Pv0 , and all s00 ∈ Sv0 , we let πv0 − 1 ∈ σ(s0 , s00 ).
• If π is odd, we let π ∈ σ(s0 , s00 ) for all s0 , s00 ∈ reach(T ) (in order to
maintain the set of reachable states).
No further priority is included in any set σ(s0 , s00 ) for s0 , s00 ∈ Q and s00 ∈ Q> .
This letter σ is chosen such that no node in P is accepting or rejecting in δ(T , σ)
or δ(T 0 , σ). While v is accepting in δ(T 0 , σ), it is rejecting in δ(T , σ). All other
positions are rejecting in these transitions.
2. If Sv0 = Sv and there is an s ∈ Pv r Pv0 , then we can fix such an s and select the
first letter of our word as follows:
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• We let πv − 1 ∈ σ(s, s0 ) for all s0 ∈ Sp .
• For all v 0 ∈ P , all s0 ∈ Pv0 , and all s00 ∈ Sv0 , we let πv0 − 1 ∈ σ(s0 , s00 ).
• If π is odd, we let π ∈ σ(s0 , s00 ) for all s0 , s00 ∈ reach(T ) (in order to
maintain the set of reachable states).
No further priority is included in any set σ(s0 , s00 ) for s0 , s00 ∈ Q and s00 ∈ Q> .
This letter σ is chosen such that no node in P is accepting or rejecting in δ(T , σ)
or δ(T 0 , σ). While v is accepting in δ(T 0 , σ), it is neither accepting nor rejecting
in δ(T , σ). All other positions are rejecting in these transitions.
3. If Sv ) Sv0 , then we can fix an s ∈ Pv and select the first letter of our word as
follows:
• We let πv − 1 ∈ σ(s, s0 ) for all s0 ∈ Sv .
• For all v 0 ∈ P , all s0 ∈ Pv0 , and all s00 ∈ Sv0 , we let πv0 − 1 ∈ σ(s0 , s00 ).
• If π is odd, we let π ∈ σ(s0 , s00 ) for all s0 , s00 ∈ reach(T ) (in order to
maintain the set of reachable states).
No further priority is included in any set σ(s0 , s00 ) for s0 , s00 ∈ Q and s00 ∈ Q> .
This letter σ is chosen such that no node in P is accepting or rejecting in δ(T , σ)
or δ(T 0 , σ). While v is not rejecting (but may or may not be accepting) in
δ(T 0 , σ), it is neither accepting nor rejecting in δ(T , σ). All other positions are
rejecting in these transitions.
4. If Sv = Sv0 and Pv ⊆ Pv0 , then we can fix an s ∈ Pv and select the first letter of
our word as follows:
• We let πv − 1 ∈ σ(s, s0 ) for all s0 ∈ Sv .
• For all v 0 ∈ P , all s0 ∈ Pv0 , and all s00 ∈ Sv0 , we let πv0 − 1 ∈ σ(s0 , s00 ).
• If π is odd, we let π ∈ σ(s0 , s00 ) for all s0 , s00 ∈ reach(T ) (in order to
maintain the set of reachable states).
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No further priority is included in any set σ(s0 , s00 ) for s0 , s00 ∈ Q and s00 ∈ Q> .
This letter σ is chosen such that neither v nor any node in P is accepting
or rejecting in δ(T , σ) or δ(T 0 , σ). All other positions are rejecting in these
transitions.
Note that ∆(T , σ) = ∆(T 0 , σ) holds in all those cases. Starting with this letter,
we can continue to build a word to reconstruct T . Note that all we have to avoid
during this construction is to make v or a node in P accepting.
The resulting fragments ρ(T 0 , u, T ) are accepting in cases (1) and (2), growing
in case (3), and shrinking in case (4), such that (T 0 , u, T ) is a transition, while
ρ(T , u, T ) does not contain any accepting node.

2

Corollary 4.2.4 If any outgoing edge is removed from the verifier’s centre vertex in any
of these games, then the spoiler wins the language game.
Together with Lemmata 4.1.3 and 4.2.2, Corollary 4.2.4 provides:
Theorem 4.2.5 The full deterministic Rabin automaton Rπn is the smallest deterministic Rabin automaton that recognises the language of the full parity automaton Pnπ .

4.2.2

To deterministic parity automata.

For our language game, we use a subset of the states of Dnπ , which we call the spiked
states and a fresh initial vertex as the spoiler vertices. Dnπ is obtained by determinising
the full parity automaton Pnπ using the construction in SubSection 3.6.1. We call a
state of Dnπ spiked, if its last position is a triple of the form ({q}, 2, {q}). This is a mild
restriction and owed to the fourth case of the proof of Lemma 4.2.9. Most states are
spiked.
Lemma 4.2.6 Dnπ has more than twice as many spiked as unspiked states.
Proof.

Each unspiked state ends in a triple (P, 2, P ) with |P | ≥ 2. We can simply

replace it by |P | pairs of triples, (P, 2, P r {q}), ({q}, 2, {q}), for each q ∈ P . The
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resulting state is spiked. Each non-spiked state produced at least two spiked states,
each spiked state is produced by at most one state, and not every spiked state can be
produced this way, e.g., states N with |reach(N )| = 1 cannot.

2

To define the edges leaving a spoiler vertex N , we refer to the finite part of a run
of Dnπ that starts in N when reading a word u ∈ Σπn + by ρ(N, u). If this finite part of
the run ends in N 0 , we also write ρ(N, u, N 0 ). In particular, ρ(N, u, N 0 ) implies that
N 0 is reached from N when reading u. The co-priority of ρ(N, u, N 0 ) is the smallest
co-priority that occurs in the respective sequence of a run.
Definition 4.2.7 (Relevant change) In ρ(N, u, N 0 ), the relevant change is the minimal position i, where
• the co-priority of ρ(N, u, N 0 ) is 2i − 1 or 2i i.e., position i was accepting or destroyed), or
• the i-th position of N and N 0 differ.

For N = (Sj , πj , Pj )

j≤m


and N 0 = (Sj0 , πj0 , Pj0 )

j≤m0

, we call the relevant change i

• rejecting, if the co-priority of ρ(N, u, N 0 ) is 2i − 1,
• shrinking, if Si0 ( Si ,
• defying if Si0 = Si and the co-priority of ρ(N, u, N 0 ) is 2i + 1, and
• purifying, if Si0 =Si , Pi0 )Pi , and the co-priority is >2i.
We use a language game, whose vertices consist of the centre vertex, the initial
vertex, and and the working vertices W , which form a subset of the spiked states of
Dnπ . Following Lemma 4.1.3, we will, for each S ⊆ Q with |S| ≥ 2, use an individual
game where W contains a spiked state N iff S is the set of states reachable in N
(reach(N ) = S). The target language is the complement language of Dnπ , and we
have the following edges:
• there is an edge (v0 , u, c) for all u ∈ Σπn + such that there is a spiked state
N ∈ W such that ρ(N0 , u, N ), where N0 is the initial state of Dnπ ,
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• (c, ε, N ) for all spiked states N of Dnπ that are working states of the game, and
• (N, u, c) if ρ(N, u, N 0 ) is rejecting, shrinking, defying, or purifying, and N 0 is
spiked.
Lemma 4.2.8 The verifier wins all of these language games.
Proof. In the language game for each S ⊆ Q, the verifier can simply use the strategy
to monitor the state that the monitor DPA Dnπ from Lemma 3.6.2 would be in. He
then wins by playing (c, ε, N ) when the automaton is in state N .
To see that he wins the game, we consider the run of Dnπ on the word defined
by the play (v0 , u0 , c)(c, ε, N1 )(N1 , u1 , c)(c, ε, N2 ) . . ., which refers to the word w =
u0 u1 u2 . . ..
The run ρ of Dnπ on w can be decomposed into the finite segments ρ(Ni , ui , Ni+1 )
for all i ≥ 0. For all i ≥ 1, their relevant changes are rejecting, shrinking, defying, or
purifying.
Clearly, there is a minimal one imin that occurs infinitely often. Consequently, no
co-priority smaller than 2imin − 1 can occur infinitely many times in ρ.
We can now distinguish four cases.
1. Assume that there are infinitely many rejecting relevant changes imin . Then the
co-priority 2imin − 1 occurs infinitely often in ρ, and the ω word w is rejected.
2. Assume that finitely many of the relevant changes with change priority imin are
rejecting, but infinitely many are shrinking. Then we can choose a position
in the play where henceforth no relevant change with priority < imin , and
no rejecting relevant change with priority imin occurs. Consequently, the set
of states at position imin of Ni would henceforth shrink monotonously with
growing i, and would infinitely often shrink strictly. But this is a contradiction.
3. Assume that finitely many of the relevant changes with change priority imin are
rejecting or shrinking, but infinitely many are defying. Then we can choose a
position in the play where henceforth no relevant change with change priority
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< imin , and no rejecting or shrinking relevant change with change priority
imin occurs. From this time onwards, no co-priority ≤ 2imin can occur on any
segment of the run, while the co-priority 2imin + 1 occurs infinitely often.
4. Assume that finitely many of the relevant changes with change priority imin
are rejecting, shrinking, or defying. Then we can choose a position in the
play where henceforth no relevant change j with j < imin , and no rejecting,
shrinking, or defying relevant change with relevant change imin occurs. Consequently, the set of pure states at position imin of Ni would henceforth grow
monotonously with growing i, and would infinitely often grow strictly. This is
a contradiction, however.
2
To establish that the minimal size of a Rabin automaton that recognises the complement language of Dnπ cannot be significantly smaller than Dnπ , we will show that
the verifier needs all edges to win this game.
For this, we recall the structure of the strategy that the verifier applies: he would
use Dnπ as a witness automaton, moving to the vertex that represents the state Dnπ
would be in upon reading the finite word produced so far. If one of his outgoing
edges is removed, then there is one such state, say N , he cannot respond to properly.
Instead, he would have to go to a different state N 0 .
We show that, irrespective of the state N that becomes unreachable and N 0 6= N
chosen, the spoiler can produce a word u ∈ Σπn + such that (N 0 , u, c) is a transition in
G and ρ(N, u, N ) has even co-priority.
If the spoiler has such an option, then she can use Dnπ as a witness automaton:
initially, she selects an edge (v0 , u, c) such that ρ(N0 , u, N ) holds; henceforth she
chooses, whenever she is in a vertex N , an edge (N 0 , u, c) such that ρ(N, u, N ) holds,
returning the run to N with dominating even co-priority. Thus, she can make sure
that the constructed word is accepted.
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Lemma 4.2.9 Let N and N 0 be two different spiked states of Dnπ with reach(N ) =
reach(N 0 ). Then there is a word u ∈ Σπn + such that the lowest co-priority occurring
in ρ(N, u, N ) is even and ρ(N 0 , u, N ) has a rejecting, shrinking, defying, or purifying
relevant change.

Proof. Let N = (Si , πi , Pi )

i≤m


and N 0 = (Si0 , πi0 , Pi0 )

i≤m0

. As N 6= N 0 , there is2

a minimal imin ≤ min{m, m0 } such that (Simin , πimin , Pimin ) 6= (Si0min , πi0min , Pi0min ).
We will construct a word u such that
• ρ(N, u, N ) and ρ(N 0 , u, N ) are fragments of runs,
• the minimal co-priority of ρ(N, u, N ), is even, and
• imin will be the relevant change in ρ(N 0 , u, N ); it will be rejecting, shrinking,
defying, or purifying.
We distinguish four cases.
1. Let us assume that there is an s ∈ Simin r Si0min . In this case, we choose such an
s, and select the first letter σimin of u such that
• πimin ∈ σimin (s, s0 ) for all s0 ∈ Simin ,
• πi − 1 ∈ σimin (s0 , s00 ) for all i < imin , s0 ∈ Pi , and s00 ∈ Si , and
• if π is odd3 , π ∈ σimin (s0 , s00 ) for all s0 , s00 ∈ reach(N ).
No further priority is included in any set σimin (s0 , s00 ) for s0 , s00 ∈ Q and s00 ∈ Q> .
Starting with σ is the central step. The transition from N reading σ has copriority 2imin , the transition from N 0 reading σ has co-priority 2imin − 1. Note
that during the transition, all nodes in the history trees underlying N and N 0
Note that a spiked state N 0 cannot simply be longer than a spiked state N with reach(N ) =
reach(N 0 ) (or vice versa): assuming that N is an initial sequence of N 0 . Then the rules (1), (2), (3), and
0
(5) imply that Sm+1
must be disjoint with all Si for i ≤ m, which contradicts reach(N ) = reach(N 0 ).
3
If the highest priority π of the defining NPA Pnc is odd, then S1 might be a strict subset of reach(N ).
This part is then an easy way to make sure that all states in reach(N ) remain reachable. If π is even,
then we have a tree on the lowest level, S1 = reach(N ).
2
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that refer to a position < imin are the same. They are also stable and nonaccepting during this transition. However, while the node the position imin of
N refers to is accepting, the node position imin of N 0 refers to is not stable.
(Note that N and N 0 could refer to the same underlying tree.) The resulting
state is the same for N and N 0 .
The next letters are to rebuild N . For all i = imin + 1 to m, we append a further
letter σi to our partially constructed word u. We choose a state s ∈ Pi and
define σi as follows:
• πi ∈ σi (s, s0 ) for all s0 ∈ Si ,
• πj −1 ∈ σi (s0 , s00 ) for all j<i, s0 ∈Pj and s00 ∈Sj , and
• if π is odd, π ∈ σimin (s0 , s00 ) for all s0 , s00 ∈ reach(N ).
No further priority is included in any set σimin (s0 , s00 ) for s0 , s00 ∈ Q and s00 ∈ Q> .
Clearly, reading i from a state that agrees with N on all positions < i before
reading σi , the resulting state will agree on all positions ≤ i with N after this
transition.
The transition has a co-priority ≥ 2i − 1 > 2imin . Thus, the word u =
σimin σimin +1 σimin +2 . . . σm has the required properties; in particular ρ(N 0 , u, N )
has rejecting relevant change i.
In the remaining cases we have Simin ⊆ Si0min . Note that this implies πimin =
πi0min .
2. The next case is Simin = Si0min and there is a state s ∈ Pi0min r Pimin . In this case,
we fix such an s and start our word u with the letter σimin that satisfies
• πimin − 1 ∈ σimin (s, s0 ) for all s0 ∈ Simin ,
• πi − 1 ∈ σimin (s0 , s00 ) for all i < imin , s0 ∈ Pi , and s00 ∈ Si , and,
• if π is odd, π ∈ σimin (s0 , s00 ) for all s0 , s00 ∈ reach(N ).
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No further priority is included in any set σimin (s0 , s00 ) for s0 , s00 ∈ Q and s00 ∈ Q> .
Starting u with this letter σimin is again the central step.

The transition

from N has co-priority 2imin , while the transition from N 0 has co-priority
2imin + 1. We can now continue u in the same manner as above and use
u = σimin σimin +1 σimin +2 . . . σm , and u will again satisfy the constraints; in particular ρ(N 0 , u, N ) has a defying relevant change i.
3. In the next case, Simin ( Si0min , we fix an s ∈ Simin and start our word u with
the letter σimin that satisfies
• πimin ∈ σimin (s, s0 ) for all s0 ∈ Simin ,
• πi − 1 ∈ σimin (s0 , s00 ) for all i < imin , s0 ∈ Pi , and s00 ∈ Si , and,
• if π is odd, π ∈ σimin (s0 , s00 ) for all s0 , s00 ∈ reach(N ).
No further priority is included in any set σimin (s0 , s00 ) for s0 , s00 ∈ Q and s00 ∈ Q> .
Starting u with this letter σimin is again the central step. The transition from
N or N 0 reading σ has co-priority 2imin . We can again continue u in the same
manner as above and use u = σimin σimin +1 σimin +2 . . . σm , and u will again satisfy
the constraints; in particular ρ(N 0 , u, N ) has shrinking relevant change i.
4. In the last case we have Simin = Si0min and Pi0min ( Pimin . We first note that this
implies |Pimin | ≥ 2. The restriction to spiked states then provides imin < m. We
can therefore refer to position imin + 1 of N .
We choose an s ∈ Pimin +1 and start our word u with the letter σimin that satisfies
• πimin +1 ∈ σimin (s, s0 ) for all s0 ∈ Simin ,
• πi − 1 ∈ σimin (s0 , s00 ) for all i ≤ imin , s0 ∈ Pi0 , and s00 ∈ Si , and,
• if π is odd, π ∈ σimin (s0 , s00 ) for all s0 , s00 ∈ reach(N ).
No further priority is included in any set σimin (s0 , s00 ) for s0 , s00 ∈ Q and s00 ∈ Q> .
Then the effect on N is obvious: the transition from N reading σ has copriority 2imin + 2. Starting from N 0 , the same state is reached. The co-priority
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is 2imin + 2 if N 0 has a position (Si0min +1 , πi0min +1 , Pi0min +1 ) with s ∈ Simin +1
and πi0min +1 = πimin +1 , and 2imin + 1 otherwise. (Note that, for the case that
s ∈ Pi0min , this would imply πimin = πimin +1 + 2.)
We can again continue u in the same manner as above, although this results
in the slightly shorter word u = σimin +1 σimin +2 σimin +3 . . . σm . The word u will
again satisfy the constraints; in particular ρ(N 0 , u, N ) has purifying relevant
change i and ρ(N, u, N ) has co-priority 2imin + 2.
2
Lemma 4.2.10 If any outgoing edge is removed from the verifier’s centre vertex in any
of these games, then the spoiler wins the language game.
Proof. If the spoiler has such an option, then she can use Dnπ as a witness automaton.
Let N be the spiked state, to whom the outgoing edge from the centre is removed.
Initially, the spoiler plays a word u0 with ρ(N0 , u0 , N ) by choosing the edge
(v0 , u0 , c) from the initial vertex, such that N is reached from the initial state
of Dnπ .

Henceforth she plays, whenever she is in a vertex N 0 , the word

u from the previous lemma by choosing the edge (N 0 , u, c).

This way, the

two players construct a play (v0 , u0 , c)(c, ε, N1 )(N1 , u1 , c)(c, ε, N2 )(N2 , u2 , c)(c, ε, N3 )
(N3 , u3 , c)(c, ε, N4 )(N4 , u4 , c) . . ..
For every i ≥ 1, the segment ρ(Ni , ui , Ni+1 ) of the run of Dnπ on the word w =
u0 u1 u2 u3 u4 . . . has even minimal co-priority. Thus, the co-priority of the overall run
2

is even.
Together, the Lemmata 4.2.8, 4.2.10, and 4.1.3 provide:
Theorem 4.2.11 Every Rabin automaton R =


S, Σπn , s0 , δ, R that recognises the

complement language of Pnπ must, for each non-empty subset4 S ⊆ Q of the states
Q of Pnπ , have at least as many states s with reach(s) = S as Dnπ has spiked states N
with reach(N ) = S.
4

For each q∈Q there is only a single state N of Dnπ with reach(N ) = {q}.
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Corollary 4.2.12 Every Rabin automaton that recognises the complement language of
Pnπ must contain at least as many states as Dnπ has spiked states.
By dualisation and the observation that parity automata are special Streett automata we simply get:
Corollary 4.2.13 A deterministic Streett or parity automaton that recognises the language of Pnπ must have at least as many states as Dnπ has spiked states.
The restriction to spiked states is minor – using the estimation of Lemma 4.2.6,
we get:
Theorem 4.2.14 Dnπ has less than 1.5 times as many states as the smallest deterministic Streett (or parity) automaton that recognises the language of Pnπ .
State sizes for two parameters are usually not crisp to represent. But for the
simple base cases, Büchi and one pair Rabin automata, we get very nice results: it
establishes that the known upper bound for determinising Büchi to parity automata
[Sch09b] are tight and Piterman’s algorithm for it [Pit07] is optimal modulo a factor
of 3n, where 2n stem from the fact that [Pit07] uses state based acceptance. With
Lemmata 3.6.3 and 3.6.4 we get:
Corollary 4.2.15 The determinisation of Büchi automata to Streett or parity automata
leads to θ(n!(n − 1)!) states, and the determinisation of one-pair Rabin automata to
Streett or parity automata leads to θ(n!2 ) states.

4.3

Generalised Büchi lower bounds

In this section, we extend the same lower bound techniques to the determinisation
of generalised Büchi automata.
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4.3.1

To deterministic Rabin automata

We show that the function ghtk (n), that maps n to the number of generalised history
trees for k accepting sets—and hence to the number of states of the resulting deterministic Rabin automaton obtained by our determinisation construction—is also a
lower bound for the number of states needed for language equivalent deterministic
Rabin automata.
On determinisation of the full generalised Büchi automaton Bnk , we get the deterministic Rabin automaton Rkn whose states are the GHTs (triples T , l, h = d for all
d ∈ D) that have previously been defined.
We use a set of language games, one for each subset S ⊆ Q of the states Q of Bnk
with two or more states. The vertices of such a language game consist of the centre
vertex, the initial vertex, and the working states W . These working states consist of
the states of our deterministic Rabin automaton Rkn with reach(d) = S. To define the
edges leaving a spoiler vertex d, we refer to the finite part of a run of Rkn that starts
in d when reading a word u ∈ Σkn

+

by ρ(d, u). If this finite part of the run ends in

d0 , we also write ρ(d, u, d0 ). In particular, ρ(T , u, T 0 ) implies that T 0 is reached from
T when reading u. The accepting and rejecting nodes of ρ(d, u, d0 ) are the union of
the accepting and rejecting nodes, respectively, of the individual transitions in this
section of the run. The target language is the language of all words accepted by Rkn ,
and we have the following edges:
• there is an edge (v0 , u, c) for all u ∈ Σπn + with ρ(d0 , u, d) and d ∈ W ,
• (c, ε, d) for all d ∈ W , and
• (d, u, c) if there is a node v ∈ d that is accepting in ρ(d, u, d0 ) , and d0 ∈ W .
Lemma 4.3.1 The verifier wins these language games.
The verifier can simply use the strategy to monitor the state that the monitor
DRA Rkn from Corollary 3.4.4 would be in. He then has the winning strategy to play
(c, ε, d) when the automaton is in state d.
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To establish that the minimal Rabin automaton that recognises the language of
Rkn cannot be smaller than Rnk , we show that the verifier needs all edges to win each
of these games.
For this, we recall the structure of the strategy that the verifier applies: he would
use Rkn as a witness automaton, moving to the vertex that represents the state d that
Rkn would be in upon reading the finite word produced so far.
If one of his outgoing edges is removed, then there is one such state, say d, he
cannot respond to properly. Instead, he would have to go to a different state d0 . We
show that, irrespective of the states d and d0 6= d chosen, the spoiler can produce a
word u ∈ Σkn

+

such that (d, u, c) is an edge in G and ρ(d0 , u, d) is not accepting in

any position.
If the spoiler has such an option, then she can use Rkn as a witness automaton:
whenever it is her move, she chooses an edge with the properties described above.
Lemma 4.3.2 Let d and d0 be two different states of Rkn with reach(d) = reach(d0 ).
+

Then there is a word u ∈ Σkn such that no node in ρ(d, u, d) is accepting.
Proof.

We distinguish two cases. First, we assume that d = (T , l, h) and d0 =

(T , l, h0 ). This is the easy part: we can simply use a node v ∈ T such that h(v) 6=
h0 (v), but this does not hold for any descendant of v. We then choose Q0 = {q ∈ S |
v = host(q, d)} to be the set of nodes hosted by v. (Note that these are the same for
d and d0 .)
In this case, we can simply play the one letter word α = ε∪{(q, h0 (v), q) | q ∈ Q0 },
which satisfies all the properties from above: clearly the transition is profitable for
d0 (as v is accepting in the respective transition ρ(d0 , α, d00 ) whereas ρ(d, u, d) holds
while none of the nodes of T is accepting.
Now we assume that d = (T , l, h) and d0 = (T 0 , l0 , h0 ) with (T 0 , l0 ) 6= (T , l). But
for this case, we can almost use the same strategy for choosing a finite word u as for
ordinary history trees [CZ09]. The extra challenge is that, when reconstructing d, it
is not enough to spawn a new child, we also have to update h, which can be done
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using a sequence of letters like the letter α from above after reconstructing a node v.
2
With the help of this lemma, we can have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3.3 If any outgoing edge is removed from the verifier’s centre vertex in any
of these games, then the spoiler wins the language game.
A winning strategy for the spoiler is as follows. From the initial vertex, the spoiler
plays a word u corresponding to ρ(d0 , u, d), where d0 is the initial state of the deterministic Rabin automaton. A good response from the verifier would be to move to d.
But d has been removed and the verifier has to move to a different game state, say d0
for some d0 6= d. The spoiler responds according to Lemma 4.3.2. Using this strategy,
the spoiler ensures that, when the play gets infinite, there is no node that is always
eventually accepting and the deterministic Rabin automaton DG does not accept this
word and the spoiler wins.
Together with Lemmata 4.1.3 and 4.3.1, Corollary 4.3.3 provides:
Theorem 4.3.4 The full deterministic Rabin automaton Rkn is the smallest deterministic Rabin automaton that recognises the language of the full generalised Büchi automaton Bnk . Rkn has size at least ghtk (n).

4.3.2

To deterministic parity automata

We find a lower bound for determinising generalised Büchi to parity automata in a
similar way to the case of parity determinisation. We use the complement language
of Bnk as our target language.
Lemma 4.3.5 We can reuse the language games from Subsection 4.2.2 to prove a lower
bound for the determinisation of generalised Büchi automata to parity automata.
Proof. Let Tv be a state of a deterministic parity automaton produced by determinising a nondeterministic parity automaton. Let dv be a state of the deterministic parity
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automaton produced as a result of our construction for generalised Büchi automata.
For a letter α and a state Tv (or dv ), ρ(Tv , α) (or ρ(dv , α)) is a transition that produces
the state Tv+1 (or respectively dv+1 ).
By our determinisation mechanism in Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2, there is a minimum position p in the underlying tree where there is a difference in the LIRs of the
new state Tv+1 (or respectively dv+1 ) produced by the transition from the previous
state Tv (or dv ). It is easy to to find a mapping between this position p in the NHT Tv
and a position p in the GHT dv . This describes an injection to the triples (Sk , πk , Pk )
from LIR-GHTs dk . We can thus reuse the language games from Subsection 4.2.2 to
prove a lower bound for the determinisation of generalised Büchi automata to parity
automata. The target language is the complement language of Bnk over Σkn analogous
to the complement language of Dnπ in Section 4.2.2.

2

The following lemmata are stated without proof in order to avoid repeating the
same arguments from Subsection 4.2.2.
Lemma 4.3.6 The verifier wins all of these language games.
Lemma 4.3.7 Let N and N 0 be two different spiked states of Bnk with reach(N ) =
reach(N 0 ). Then there is a word u ∈ Σkn

+

such that the lowest co-priority occurring

in ρ(N, u, N ) is even and ρ(N 0 , u, N ) has a rejecting, shrinking, defying, or purifying
relevant change.
Lemma 4.3.8 If any outgoing edge is removed from the verifier’s centre vertex in any
of these games, then the spoiler wins the language game.
Together, the Lemmata 4.3.6, 4.3.8, and 4.1.3 provide:

Theorem 4.3.9 Every Rabin automaton R = S, Σkn , s0 , δ, R that recognises the complement language of Bnk must, for each non-empty subset5 S ⊆ Q of the states Q of
Bnk , have at least as many states s with reach(s) = S as Dnk has spiked states N with
reach(N ) = S.
5

For each q∈Q there is only a single state N of Bnk with reach(N ) = {q}.
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Corollary 4.3.10 Every Rabin automaton that recognises the complement language of
Bnk must contain at least as many states as Dnk has spiked states.
By dualisation and the observation that parity automata are special Streett automata we simply get:
Corollary 4.3.11 A deterministic Streett or parity automaton that recognises the language of Bnk must have at least as many states as Dnk has spiked states.
The restriction to spiked states is minor – using the estimation of Lemma 4.2.6,
we get:
Theorem 4.3.12 Dnk has less than 1.5 times as many states as the smallest deterministic Streett (or parity) automaton that recognises the language of Bnk .

4.4

Summary

In this chapter, we have established the following results.
1. We showed that our determinisation construction from nondeterministic parity
automata (and consequently, 1-pair Rabin) to deterministic Rabin automata
was optimal.
2. We showed that our determinisation construction from nondeterministic parity
automata to deterministic parity automata was tight upto a small constant factor of 1.5. In the case of determinising 1-pair Rabin automata to deterministic
parity automata, we have matching upper and lower bounds.
3. We showed that Piterman’s determinisation construction from nondeterministic Büchi automata with state-based acceptance condition to deterministic
parity automata was optimal modulo 3n.
4. We showed that our determinisation construction from nondeterministic generalised Büchi automata to deterministic Rabin automata was optimal.
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5. We showed that our determinisation construction from nondeterministic generalised Büchi automata to deterministic parity automata was tight upto a small
constant factor of 1.5.
In the next chapter, we will introduce complementation constructions for parity
and generalised Büchi automata that use the data structures arising from determinisation and show that they are tight.
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Chapter

5

Complementation
The complementation problem for any automaton A recognising a language L(A)
is a procedure performed on A that returns an automaton C recognising the complementary language L(A). In the case of automata on finite words, complementation is easy. In fact, complementing a nondeterministic finite automaton is as easy
as determinising the given automaton and dualising it. For ω-automata, while this
procedure still works, it turns out that there are more efficient ways[Var07] to complement ω-automata. For example, the problem of Büchi complementation is in

o (0.76 n)n [Sch09a], while Büchi determinisation is in θ(1.65 n)n [Sch09b] which is
a significant gap.
In this chapter, we consider the problem of complementation for nondeterministic parity and generalised Büchi automata. The usual way of complementing these
automata is to convert them first to Büchi automata and then apply the tight complementation procedure[Sch09a] based on tight level rankings.
Instead of going through tight level rankings, we try to reconnect determinisation and complementation as in the case of automata on finite words. We devise
succinct structures for complementation inspired by the structures we use for our
tight determinisation constructions. In other words, we connect determinisation and
complementation and still avoid the full complexity of determinisation that would
otherwise be the case.
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5.1

Complementing nondeterministic Generalised Büchi
automata and Büchi automata

In order to construct a concise data structure for complementation, we first show
that we can cut acceptance into two phases: a finite phase where we track only the
reachable states, and an infinite phase where we also track acceptance. We then use
this simple observation to devise an abstract complementation procedure, and then
suggest a succinct data structure for it.
Let A be a nondeterministic generalised Büchi automaton recognising the language L(A). Let D be a deterministic Rabin automaton that also recognises L(A).
We first argue that acceptance of a word α · α0 with α ∈ Σ∗ and α0 ∈ Σω depends
only on α0 and the states reachable through α.
Lemma 5.1.1 If I →α Q ⇔ I →β Q then α · α0 ∈ L(A) ⇔ β · α0 ∈ L(A).
Proof. It is easy to see how an accepting run of A on α · α0 can be turned into an
2

accepting run on β · α0 , and vice versa.

This provides us with the following abstract description of a nondeterministic
acceptance mechanism for the complement language of A.
1. When reading an ω-word α, we first keep track of the reachable states R for a
finite amount of time.

(subset construction)

2. Eventually, we swap to a tree that consists only of nodes that are henceforth
stable, and that are the only nodes that are henceforth stable, such that none
of these nodes is henceforth accepting.
3. We verify the property described in (2).
Lemma 5.1.2 The abstract decision procedure accepts an input word iff it is rejected by
the deterministic Rabin automaton D.
Proof. The ‘only if’ direction follows directly from the previous lemma.
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For the ‘if’ direction, we can guess a point i in the run of D on α where all
eventually stable nodes are introduced and stable, and none of them is henceforth
accepting. We claim that we can simply guess this point of time, but instead of going
to the respective generalised tree di = (T , l, h), we go to d0i = (T 0 , l0 , h0 ), where T 0 is
the restriction of T to the henceforth stable states, and l0 and h0 are the restrictions of
l and h to T 0 . (Note that the subtree of henceforth stable nodes is always ordered.)
Clearly, all nodes in T 0 are stable, and none of them are accepting in the future. It
remains to show that none of their descendants is stable. Assume one of the children
a node v ∈ T 0 spawns eventually is stable. We now consider a part of the ‘run’ of
our mechanism starting at i, d0i d0i+1 d0i+2 . . .. Invoking König’s Lemma, we get a run
ρ = q0 q1 . . . such that, for some j > i and for all m > j, some vj = host(qj , d0j ),
which is a true descendant of v, is the host of qj . Using a simple inductive argument
that exploits that v is henceforth stable but not accepting, this implies for the run
ρ = d0 d1 . . . that, for the same j > i and for all m > j, some vj0 = host(qj , d0j ), which
is a true descendant of v, is a host of qj . This implies in turn that some descendant
of v is eventually stable and thus leads to a contradiction.

2

A similar argument holds for the deterministic Rabin automaton that is the result
of determinising a nondeterministic Büchi automaton.
We call an ordered tree flat if it contains only nodes of length ≤ 1.
Lemma 5.1.3 We can restrict the choice in (2) to flat trees.
Proof.

If we rearrange the nodes in T following the “stealing and hosting order”,

that is, mapping a node v with length ≥ 1 to a smaller node v 0 with length ≥ 1 if
either v 0 is an ancestor of v or an initial sequence of v is an older sibling of an initial
sequence of v 0 , then this describes a unique bijection b : T → F, where F is the
flat tree with |T | = |F|, and we choose d0i = (F, l0 : b(v) 7→ l(pred(b(v))) ∪ l(v) r
l(pred(v)), h0 : b(v) 7→ h(v)) instead of di = (T , l, h). (The complicated looking l0 :
b(v) 7→ l(pred(b(v)))∪l(v)rl(pred(v)) just means v = host(q, di ) ⇔ b(v) = host(q, d0i ),
that is, the hosts are moved, not the full label.)
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It is easy to see that, if we compare two runs starting in di and d0i on any word,
2

they keep this relation.

To obtain a succinct data structure for the second phase of the run, we do not
follow the precise development of the individual new children of the henceforth
stable nodes, but rather follow simple subset constructions. One subset that is kept
for all stable nodes is the union of the nodes of its children. Note that, to keep track
of this union, it is not necessary to keep track of the distribution of these sets to the
different children (let alone their descendants).
To check that all children spawned at a particular point j in a run will eventually
be deleted, one can keep track of an additional subset: the union of all labels of
nodes of children that already existed in j. If this subset runs empty, then all of these
children have been removed. Vice versa, if all of these children are removed, then
this subset runs empty.
Note that these subsets are, in contrast to the nodes in the flat generalised history
tree (or history tree), not numbered. For efficiency, note that it suffices to use the
second subset for only one of the nodes in the flat trees at a time, changing this node
in a round robin fashion.
Theorem 5.1.4 The algorithm outlined above describes a nondeterministic Büchi automaton that recognises the complement of the language of A.
The trees and sets we need can be encoded using the following data structure.
We first enrich the set of states by a fresh marker m, used to mark the extra subset
for new children in the stable node under consideration, to Qm = Q ∪ {m}. We then
add the normal subsets that capture the label of all children as a child of each stable
state as a single child of this state. For a single stable state that we currently track,
we add a (possibly second and then younger) child for new children. The labelling
is as described above, except that m is added to the label for new children (which
otherwise might be empty) and its ancestors.
When we are complementing ordinary Büchi automata, the above data structure
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is clearly a flat tree. Additionally, when we are complementing generalised Büchi
automata, we can now choose h : v → k + 1 for all non-stable nodes v in this tree.
As this naming convention clearly identifies these nodes, we can represent the tree
as a flat tree.

5.1.1

Complexity of complementing generalised Büchi automata

In this section, we establish lower bounds for the complementation of generalised
Büchi automata and show that the construction we outlined tightly meets these lower
bounds. Our lower bound proof builds on full automata, defined in Section 4.1.2. A
generalised Büchi automaton Bnk = (Σ, Q, I, T, {Fi | i ∈ [k]}) is called full if
• Σkn = 2Q×[k+1]×Q , |Q| = n, and I = Q,
• T = {(q, σ, q 0 ) | ∃i ∈ [k + 1]. (q, i, q 0 ) ∈ σ}, and
• Fi = {(q, σ, q 0 ) | (q, i, q 0 ) ∈ σ}.
As each generalised Büchi automaton with n states and k accepting sets can be
viewed as a language restriction (by alphabet projection) of a full automaton, full
automata are useful tools in establishing lower bounds. We show that, for each Bnk ,
there is a family of Lkn ⊆ Σkn such that aω is not in the language of Bnk for any a ∈ Lkn ,
and each nondeterministic generalised Büchi automaton that recognises the complement language of Bnk must have at least |Lkn | states. The size of this alphabet is such
that the size of Bnk is between |Lkn | and |Lk+1
n+1 |, which provides us with tight bounds
for the complementation of generalised Büchi automata.
Let us first define the letters in Lkn . We call a function f : Q → N full if its domain
is [n] for some n. Let f be a full function with domain [n] then we call a function
f# : [n] → [k] a k-numbering of f . We denote by enc(f, f# ) the letter encoding a
function f with k-numbering f# as the letter that satisfies
• (p, enc(f, f# ), q) ∈ T iff f (q) ≤ f (p), and

• (p, enc(f, f# ), q) ∈ Fb iff either f (q) < f (p) or (f (p) = f (q) and f# f (p) 6= b).
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Obviously, if two full functions f, g with respective k-numberings f# , g# encode
the same letter enc(f, f# ) = enc(g, g# ), then they are equal. First, we note that the
word aω is not in the language of Bnk .
Lemma 5.1.5 Let f be a full function, f# be a k-numbering of f , and let a be the letter
encoded by f and f# . Then aω is rejected by Bnk .
Proof. Assume, for contradiction, that there is an accepting run ρ of Bnk on aω . By
the definition of an encoding, the sequence fi = f (ρi ) is monotonously decreasing.
It will therefore stabilise eventually, say at j. (I.e., ∀l ≥ j. f (ρl ) = f (ρj ).) By the
definition of accepting transitions for encoded letters there will henceforth be no
more transition from the final transitions Ff# (fj ) .

2

We now define Lkn = {enc(f, f# ) | f is full and f# is a k-numbering of f }.
Theorem 5.1.6 A generalised Büchi automaton Cnk that recognises the complement language of Bnk has at least |Lkn | states.
Proof.

The previous lemma establishes that aω is accepted by Cnk . We choose ac-

cepting runs ρa with infinity set Ia for each letter a ∈ Lkn , and show by contradiction
that Ia and Ib are disjoint for two different letters a, b ∈ Lkn .
Assume that this is not the case for two different letters a and b. It is then simple
to infer from their accepting runs ρa and ρb natural numbers l, m, n, a ∈ N such that
ρ = ρa [0, l](ρb [a, a + m]ρa [l, l + n])ω is accepting. Then w = al (bm an )ω is accepted
by Cnk , as ρ is a run of w. We lead this to a contradiction by showing that w is in the
language of Bnk .
We have a = enc(f, f# ) 6= b = enc(g, g# ). Let us first assume f = g. Then
f# 6= g# , and we can first choose an i with f# (i) 6= g# (i) and then a q with f (q) = i.
It is now simple to construct an accepting run with trace q ω for Bnk for w.
Let us now assume f 6= g. We then set i to the minimal number such that f
and g differ in i (f −1 (i) 6= g −1 (d), where −1 denotes the preimage of i. W.l.o.g., we
assume f −1 (i) \ g −1 (i) 6= ∅. We choose a q ∈ f −1 (i) \ g −1 (i). It is now again simple
to construct an accepting run with trace q ω for Bnk for w.
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This closes the case distinction and provides the main contradiction.

2

The only thing that remains to be shown is tightness. But there is obviously
an injection from the flat trees described at the end of the complementation (plus
the subsets) of an automaton with n states and k accepting pairs into Lk+1
n+1 . This
provides:
Proposition 5.1.7 The size of the language |Lk+1
n+1 | is bigger than the size of the generalised Büchi automaton |Bnk |.
This provides bounds which are tight in k and n with a negligible margin of 1.
n
For large k, the size |Lkn | can be approximated by kn
: It is not hard to show that
e
the size of Lkn is dominated by encodings that refer to functions from [n] onto [n],
and the number of these encodings is n!k n . (E.g., |Lnn | < (e − 1)n!nn .)
Our conjecture is that the construction is tight at least in n. The reason for this
assumption is that the increment in n stems from the round robin construction that
keeps track of the stable node under consideration, while the alphabet Lkn refers to
the far more restricted case that stable states never spawn new children, rather than
merely requiring that none of the children spawned is henceforth stable.
As Büchi automata are a special case of generalised Büchi automata, this tightness up to a factor of n carries over to Büchi complementation. It is not difficult
to show that our tight complementation construction and the optimal rank-based
construction of [Sch09a] operate similarly and that these methods converge.

5.2

Complementing parity automata

The construction described in this section draws from the introduction of efficient
techniques for the determinisation of parity automata in Section 3.3. The nested
history trees used there have been our inspiration for the flattened nested history trees
that form the core data structure in the complementation from Subsection 5.2.2 and
are the backbone of the lower bound proof from Subsection 5.2.4.
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The intuition for the complementation is to use the nondeterministic power of a
Büchi automaton to reduce the size of the data stored for determinisation. As usual,
this nondeterministic power is intuitively used to guess a point in time, where all
nodes of the nested history trees from parity determinisation from Section 3.3, which
are eventually always stable, are henceforth stable. Alongside, the set of stable nodes
can be guessed.
Like in the construction for generalised Büchi automata, the structure can then
be flattened, preserving the ‘nicking order’, the order in which older nodes and descendants take preference in taking states of the nondeterministic parity automaton
that is determinised. The complement automaton runs in two phases: a first phase
before this guessed point in time, and a second phase after this point, where the run
starts in such a flattened tree.
We will first introduce flattened nested history trees as our main data structure.
While we take inspiration from the nested history trees of Section 3.3, the construction is self-contained. Secondly, we will show that Büchi automata recognising the
complement language of the full nondeterministic parity automaton PnΠ need to be
large by showing disjointness properties of accepting runs for a large class of words,
one for each full flattened nested history tree introduced in Subsection 5.2.1. The
definition of this language is also instructive in how the data structure is exploited.
We extend our data structure by markers, resulting in marked flattened trees,
which are then used as the main part of the state space of the natural complementation construction introduced in Subsection 5.2.2. We show correctness of our complementation construction in Subsection 5.2.3 and tightness up to an O(n) factor in
Subsection 5.2.4.
Note that all our constructions assume max Π ≥ 2, and therefore do not cover
the less expressive coBüchi automata.
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5.2.1

Flattened nested history trees & marked flattened trees

Flattened nested history trees (FNHTs) are the main data structure used in our complementation algorithm. For a given parity automaton P = (Q, Σ, I, T, pri : T → Π),
an FNHT over the set Q of states, maximal priority πm = max Π and maximal even
priority πe = optΠ, is a tuple (T , ls : T → 2Q , ll : T → 2N, lp : T → 2Q , lr : T → 2Q ),
where T (an ordered, labelled tree) is a non-empty, finite, and prefix closed subset of
finite sequences of natural numbers and a special symbol s (for stepchild), ω ∪ {s},
that satisfies the constraints given below. We call a node vs ∈ T a stepchild of v, and
refer to all other nodes vc with c ∈ ω as the natural children of v. [π](v) = {vc | c ∈ ω
and vc ∈ T } is the set of natural children of v. The root is a stepchild.
The constraints an FNHT quintuple has to satisfy are as follows:
• Stepchildren have only natural children, and natural children only stepchildren.
• Only natural children and, when the highest priority π is odd, the root may be
leafs.
• T is order closed: for all c, c0 ∈ ω with c < c0 , vc0 ∈ T implies vc ∈ T .
• For all v ∈ T , ls (v) 6= ∅.
• If v is a stepchild, then lp (v) = ∅.
• If v is a stepchild, then ls (v) = lr (v) ∪

S

v 0 ∈[π](v) ls (v

0 ).

The sets ls (v 0 ) and ls (v 00 ) are disjoint for all v 0 , v 00 ∈ [π](v) with v 0 6= v 00 , and
S
lr (v) is disjoint with v0 ∈[π](v) ls (v 0 ).
• If v is a natural child, then lp (v) 6= ∅, ls (v) = lp (v) ∪ lr (v), and lp (v) ∩ lr (v) = ∅.
• If a natural child v is not a leaf, then ls (vs) = lp (v).
• ll (ε) = πe and, for all v ∈ T , ll (v) ≥ 2.
• If vs ∈ T , then ll (vs) = ll (v) − 2, and if vc ∈ T for c ∈ ω, then ll (vc) = ll (v).
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The elements in ls (v) are called the states, lp (v) the pure states, and lr (v) the
recurrent states of a node v, and ll (v) is called its level. Note that the level follows
a simple pattern: the root is labelled with the maximal even priority, ll (ε) = πe , the
level of natural children is the same as the level of their parents, and the level of a
stepchild vs of a node v is two less than the level of v. For a given maximal even
priority πe , the level is therefore redundant information that can be reconstructed
from the node and πi . For a given set Q and maximal priority π, fnht(Q, π) denotes
the flattened nested history trees over Q. An FNHT is called full if the states ls (ε) = Q
of the root is the full set Q.
To include an acceptance mechanism, we enrich FNHTs to marked flattened tress
(MFTs), which additionally contain a marker vm and a marking set Qm , such that
• either vm = (v, r) with v ∈ T is used to mark that we follow a breakpoint
construction on the recurrent states, in this case lr (v) ⊇ Qm 6= ∅,
• or vm = (v, p) such that v is a leaf in T is used to mark that we follow a
breakpoint construction on the pure states of a leaf v, in this case lp (v) ⊇
Qm 6= ∅.
The marker is used to mark a property to be checked. For markers vm = (v, r),
the property is that a particular node would not spawn stable children in a nested
history tree. As usual in Safra like constructions, this is checked with a breakpoint,
where a breakpoint is reached when all children of a node spawned prior to the
last breakpoint die. For markers vm = (v, p), the property is that all runs that are
henceforth trapped in the pure nodes of v must eventually encounter a priority ll (v)−
1. This priority is then dominating, and implies rejection as an odd priority. We
check these properties round robin for all nodes in T , skipping over nodes, where
the respective sets lr (v) or lp (v) are empty, as the breakpoint there is trivially reached
immediately.
For a given FNHT (T , ls , ll , lp , lr ), next(vm ) is a mapping from a marker vm to
a marker/marking set pair (v, r), lr (v) or (v, p), lp (v). The new marker is the first
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marker after vm in some round robin order such that the set lr (v) or lp (v), resp., is
non-empty.
If (T , ls , ll , lp , lr ) is an FNHT and vm and Qm satisfy the constraints for markers
and marking sets from above, then (T , ls , ll , lp , lr ; vm , Qm ) is a marked flattened tree.
For a given set Q and priorities Π with maximal priority π = max Π, mft(Q, π) denotes the marked flattened trees over Q. A marking is called full if either vm = (v, r)
and Qm = lr (v), or vm = (v, p) and Qm = lp (v).

5.2.2

Construction

For a given nondeterministic parity automaton P = (Q, Σ, I, T, pri : T → Π) with
maximal even priority πe > 1, we construct a nondeterministic Büchi automaton
C = (Q0 , Σ, {I}, T 0 , F ) that recognises the complement language of P as follows.
First we set Q0 = Q1 ∪ Q2 with Q1 = 2Q and Q2 = mft(Q, π), and T 0 = T1 ∪ Tt ∪ T2 ,
where
• T1 ⊆ Q1 × Σ × Q1 are transitions in an initial part Q1 of the states of C,
• Tt ⊆ Q1 × Σ × Q2 are transfer transitions that can be taken only once in a run,
and
• T2 ⊆ Q2 × Σ × Q2 , are transitions in a final part Q2 of the states of C,
where T1 and T2 are deterministic. We first define a transition function δ for the
subset construction and functions δi for all priorities i ∈ Π, and then the sets T1 , Tt ,
and T2 .
• δ : (S, σ) 7→ {q ∈ Q | ∃s ∈ S. (s, σ, q) ∈ T },


• δi : (S, σ) 7→ q ∈ Q | ∃s ∈ S. (s, σ, q) ∈ T and pri s, σ, q) < i ,

• T1 = (S, σ, S 0 ) ∈ Q1 × Σ × Q1 | S 0 = δ(S, σ) ,
where only transitions (∅, σ, ∅) are accepting.
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• Tt =




S, σ, (T , ls , ll , lp , lr ; vm , Qm ) ∈ Q1 × Σ × Q2 | ls (ε) = δ(S, σ) and we

have that(T , ls , ll , lp , lr ; vm , Qm ) is a marked flattened tree.
• T2 =




(T , ls , ll , lp , lr ; vm , Qm ), σ, s ∈ Q2 × Σ × Q2 |

– if v is a stepchild, then ls00 (v) = δll (v)+1 ls (v), σ



– if v is a natural child, then ls00 (v) = δll (v)−1 ls (v), σ





– if v is a natural child, then lr00 (v) = δll (v)−1 lr (v), σ ∪ δll (v) ls (v), σ ,
– starting at the root, we then define inductively:
∗ ls0 (ε) = ls00 (ε),
 S
∗ if vc is a natural child, then ls0 (vc) = ls00 (vc) ∩ ls0 (v) r c0 <c ls00 (vc0 ),
lr0 (vc) = lr00 (vc) ∩ ls0 (vc), and lp0 (vc) = ls0 (vc) r lr0 (vc), and
∗ if vs is a stepchild, then ls0 (vs) = lp0 (v).
– if one exists, we extend the functions to obtain the unique FNHT
(T , ls0 , ll , lp0 , lr0 )

(otherwise C blocks)

– if vm = (v, r) then Q0m = δll (v)−1 (Qm , σ) ∩ lr0 (v), and
if vm = (v, p) then Q0m = δll (v)−3 (Qm , σ) ∩ lp0 (v),
– if Q0m = ∅, then the transition is accepting and we have s =

T , ls0 , ll , lp0 , lr0 ; next(vm ) ,
– if Q0m 6= ∅, then the transition is not accepting and we have s =
(T , ls0 , ll , lp0 , lr0 ; vm , Q0m ).

5.2.3

Correctness

To show that L(C) is the complement of L(P), we first show that a word accepted by
C is rejected by P and then, vice versa, that a word accepted by P is rejected by C.
Lemma 5.2.1 If C has an accepting run on α, then P rejects α.
Proof. Let ρ = S0 S1 . . . be an accepting run of C on α that stays in Q1 . Thus, there
is an i ∈ ω such that, for all j ≥ i, Sj = ∅. But if we consider any run ρ0 = q0 q1 q2 . . .
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of P on α, then it is easy to show by induction that qk ∈ Sk holds for all k ∈ ω, which
contradicts Si = ∅; that is, in this case P has no run on α.
Let us now assume that ρ = S0 S1 . . . Si si+1 si+2 . . . is an accepting run of C on α,
where (Si , αi , si+1 ) ∈ Tt is the transfer transition taken. (Recall that runs of C must
either stay in Q1 or contain exactly one transfer transition.)
Let us assume for contradiction that P has an accepting run ρ0 = q0 q1 q2 . . . with

even dominating priority e = lim supj→∞ pri (qj , αj , qj+1 ) . Let, for all j > i, sj =

j
(T , lsj , ll , lpj , lrj ; vm
, Qjm and Sj = lsj (ε). It is again easy to show by induction that
qj ∈ Sj for all j ∈ ω. Let now vj ∈ T be the longest node with llj (vj ) ≥ e and
qj ∈ lsj (vj ). Note that such a node exists, as qj ∈ Sj = lsj (ε) holds. We now distinguish
the two cases that the vj do and do not stabilise eventually and show contradictions
in both cases.
1. Assume that there are an i0 > i and a v ∈ T such that, for all j ≥ i0 , vj = v. We
choose i0 big enough that pri(qj−1 , αj−1 , qj )  e + 1 holds for all j ≥ i0 .
If v is a stepchild, then qj ∈ lrj (v) for all j ≥ i0 . Using the assumption that
ρ is accepting, there is an i00 > i0 such that (si00 −1 , αi00 −1 , si00 ) is accepting, and
00

00

00

i = (v, r). (Note that q 00 ∈ li (v) implies li (v) 6= ∅.) But then we have
vm
i
r
r
00

00

qi00 ∈ Qim = lri (v), and an inductive argument provides (sj , αj , sj+1 ) ∈
/ F and
qj ∈ Qjm for all j ≥ i00 . This contradicts that ρ is accepting.
If v is a natural child, then we distinguish three cases. The first one is that
0

there is a j 0 ≥ i0 such that qj 0 ∈ lrj (v). Then we can show by induction that
qj ∈ lrj (v) for all j ≥ j 0 and follow the same argument as for stepchildren, using
i00 > j 0 .
The second is that qj ∈ lpj (v) holds for all j ≥ i0 . There are now again a few
sub-cases that each lead to contradiction. The first is that ll (v) = e. But in this

case, we can choose a j > i0 with pri (qj , αj , qj+1 ) = e and get qj+1 ∈ lrj+1 (v)
(contradiction). The second is that ll (v) > e and v is not a leaf. But in that
case, ll (vs) ≥ e holds and qj ∈ lpj (v) implies qj ∈ lpj (vs), which contradicts
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the maximality of v. Finally, if ll (v) > e and v is a leaf of T , we get a similar
argument as for stepchildren: Using the assumption that ρ is accepting, there
00

i = (v, p). (Note
is an i00 > i0 such that (si00 −1 , αi00 −1 , si00 ) is accepting, and vm
00

00

00

00

that qi00 ∈ lpi (v) implies lpi (v) 6= ∅.) But then we have qi00 ∈ Qim = lpi (v), and
an inductive argument provides (sj , αj , sj+1 ) ∈
/ F and qj ∈ Qjm for all j ≥ i00 .
This contradicts that ρ is accepting.
2. Assume that the vj do not stabilise. Let v be the longest sequence such that v
is an initial sequence of almost all vj , and let i0 > i be an index such that v is
an initial sequence of vj for all j ≥ i0 . Note that qj is in ls (vj0 ) for all ancestors
vj0 of vj .

First, we assume for contradiction that there is a j > i0 with pri (qj , αj , qj+1 ) =
e0  ll (v) (note that the ‘better than’ relation implies that e0 > ll (v) is even).
Then we select a maximal ancestor v 0 of v with ll (v 0 ) = e0 ; note that such an
ancestor is a natural child, as a stepchild has only natural children, and all of
them have the same level.
As v 0 is an ancestor of vj and vj+1 , qj ∈ lsj (v 0 ) and qj+1 ∈ lsj+1 (v 0 ) hold, and
by the transition rules thus imply qj+1 ∈ lrj+1 (v 0 ), which contradicts qj+1 ∈
lsj+1 (vj+1 ). (Note that ll (v 0 ) > ll (v) ≥ ll (vj+1 ) holds.)

Second, we show that pri (qj , αj , qj+1 ) 4 ll (v) + 1 holds infinitely many times.
For this, we first note that the non-stability of the sequence of vj -s implies that
at least one of the following three events happen for infinitely many j > i0 .
(a) v is a stepchild, qj ∈ lsj (vc) for some child vc of v, but, for all children vc0
of v, qj+1 ∈
/ lsj+1 (vc0 ),
(b) v is a stepchild, qj ∈ lsj (vc) for some child vc of v, and qj+1 ∈ lsj+1 (vc0 ) for
some older sibling vc0 of vc, that is, for c0 > c, or
(c) v is a natural child, qj ∈
/ lsj (vs), but qj+1 ∈ lsj+1 (vs).
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Note that this is just the counter position to “vj stabilises or v is not maximal”.

In all three cases, the definition of T2 requires that pri (qj , αj , qj+1 ) 4 ll (v)+1.
As the first observation implies that there may only be finitely many transitions
with even priority > ll (v) and the second observation implies that there are
infinitely many transitions in ρ0 with odd priority > ll (v), they together imply

that lim supj→∞ pri (qj , αj , qj+1 ) is odd, which leads to the final contradiction.
2

Lemma 5.2.2 If P has an accepting run on α, then C rejects α.
Proof.

Let ρ = q0 q1 q2 . . . be an accepting run of P on α with even dominating

priority e = lim supj→∞ pri (qj , αj , qj+1 ) .
Let us first assume for contradiction that C has an accepting run ρ0 = S0 S1 . . .
which is entirely in Q1 . It is then easy to show by induction that qi ∈ Si holds for all
i ∈ ω, such that no transition of (Si , αi , Si+1 ) is accepting.
Let us now assume for contradiction that C has an accepting run ρ0 =
S0 S1 . . . Si si+1 si+2 . . ., where (Si , αi , si+1 ) ∈ Tt is the transfer transition taken. (Recall that runs of C must either stay in Q1 or contain exactly one transfer transition.)

j
Let further sj = (T , lsj , ll , lpj , lrj ; vm
, Qjm and Sj = lsj (ε) for all j > i.

It is easy to show by induction that, for all j ∈ ω, qj ∈ Sj holds. We choose an

iε > i such that, for all k ≥ iε , pri (qk−1 , αk−1 , qk ) ≤ e holds.
Let us now look at the nodes v ∈ T , such that qj ∈ lsj (v), where j ≥ iε .
Construction basis.
We have already shown qj ∈ Sj = lsj (ε) for all j > i, and thus in particular for all
j ≥ iε .
Construction step.
If, for some stepchild v ∈ T with ll (v) ≥ e and some iv ≥ iε , it holds for all j ≥ iv
that qj ∈ lsj (v), then the following holds for all j ≥ iv : if v 0 ∈ [π](v) is a natural child
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of v and qj ∈ lsj (v 0 ), then either qj+1 ∈ lsj+1 (v 0 ), or there is a younger sibling v 00 of v 0
in T such that qj+1 ∈ lsj+1 (v 00 ).
As transitions to younger siblings can only occur finitely often without intermediate transitions to older siblings, we have one of the following two cases:
1. for all j ≥ iv , qj ∈ lsj (v), but for every natural child v 0 of v, qj ∈
/ lsj (v 0 ), or
2. there is a natural child v 0 of v and an index iv0 ≥ iv such that, for all j ≥ iv0 ,
qj ∈ lsj (v 0 ).
As v is a stepchild, the first case implies that qj ∈ lrj (v) for all j ≥ iv . However, using
the assumption that ρ0 is accepting, there is an i0v > iv such that (si0v −1 , αi0v −1 , si0v )
i0

is accepting, and vmv = (v, r), as the marker is circulating in a round robin fashion.
i0

i0

i0

i0

(Note that qi0v ∈ lrv (v) implies lrv (v) 6= ∅.) But then we have qi0v ∈ Qmv = lrv (v), and
an inductive argument provides (sj , αj , sj+1 ) ∈
/ F and qj ∈ Qjm for all j ≥ i0v .
In the second case, we continue with v 0 and the index iv0 .
If, for some natural child v ∈ T with ll (v) > e and some iv ≥ iε , it holds for all
j ≥ iv that qj ∈ lsj (v), then one of the following holds.
i0

1. There is an i0v ≥ iv such that qi0v ∈ lrv (v).
2. For all j ≥ iv , qj ∈ lpj (v).
In the first case, it is easy to show by induction that qj ∈ lrj (v) holds for all j ≥ iv0 .
We can then again use the assumption that ρ0 is accepting. Consequently, there is an
i00

i00v > i0v such that (si00v −1 , αi00v −1 , si00v ) is accepting, and vmv = (v, r), as the marker is
i00

i00

circulating in a round robin fashion. (Note that qi00v ∈ lrv (v) implies lrv (v) 6= ∅.)
i00

i00

But then we have again qi00v ∈ Qmv = lrv (v), and an inductive argument provides
(sj , αj , sj+1 ) ∈
/ F and qj ∈ Qjm for all j ≥ i00v .
In the second case, if v is not a leaf, then it holds for all j ≥ ivs = iv that
qj ∈ lsj (vs), and we can continue with vs. If v is a leaf, we again use the assumption
that ρ0 is accepting. Consequently, there is an i0v > iv such that (si0v −1 , αi0v −1 , si0v ) is
i0

accepting, and vmv = (v, p), as the marker is circulating in a round robin fashion.
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i0

i0

(Note that v is a leaf and that qi0v ∈ lpv (v) implies lpv (v) 6= ∅.) But then we have qi0v ∈
i0

i0

Qmv = lpv (v), and an inductive argument provides (sj , αj , sj+1 ) ∈
/ F and qj ∈ Qjm for
all j ≥ i0v .
If, for some natural child v ∈ T with ll (v) = e and some iv ≥ iε , it holds
for all j ≥ iv that qj ∈ lsj (v), then there is, by the definition of e, a j > iv with
pri(qj−1 , αj1 , qj ) = e. But then qj−1 ∈ lsj−1 (v) and qj ∈ lsj (v) imply qj ∈ lrj (v). It
0

is then easy to establish by induction that qj 0 ∈ lrj (v) for all j 0 ≥ j. We can then
again use the assumption that ρ0 is accepting. Consequently, there is a j 0 > j such
0

j
that (sj 0 −1 , αj 0 −1 , sj 0 ) is accepting, and vm
= (v, r), as the marker is circulating in a
0

0

round robin fashion. (Note that qj 0 ∈ lrj (v) implies lrj (v) 6= ∅.) But then we have
0

0

again qj 0 ∈ Qjm = lrj (v), and an inductive argument provides (sk , αk , sk+1 ) ∈
/ F and
qk ∈ Qkm for all k ≥ j 0 .
Contradiction. As the level is reduced by two every second step, one of the arguments that contradict the assumption that ρ0 is accepting is reached in at most πe
steps.

2

Corollary 5.2.3 C recognises the complement language of P.

2

5.2.4

Lower bound and tightness

In order to establish a lower bound, we use a sub-language of the full automaton PnΠ
from Section 4.1.1. Note that partial functions from Q × Q to Π would work as well
as the alphabet for the full automaton. The larger alphabet is chosen for technical
convenience in the proofs. Any other language recognised by a nondeterministic
parity automaton P with n states and priorities Π can essentially be obtained by a
language restriction via alphabet restriction from PnΠ .
We show that an automaton that recognises this sub-language must have at least
as many states as there are full FNHTs in fnht(Q, π) for n = |Q| and π = max Π.
To show this, we define two letters for each full FNHT t = (T , ls , ll , lp , lr ) ∈
fnht(Q, π). βt : Q × Q → 2Π is the letter where:
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• if v is a stepchild and p, q ∈ ls (v), then ll (v)+1 ∈ βt (p, q) (provided
ll (v)+1 ∈ Π),
• if v is a stepchild, p ∈ lr (v), and q ∈ ls (vc) for some c ∈ ω, then ll (v) ∈ βt (p, q),
• if v is a stepchild, c, c0 ∈ ω, c < c0 , vc0 ∈ T , p ∈ ls (vc0 ), and q ∈ ls (vc), then
ll (v) ∈ βt (p, q),
• if v is a natural child, p ∈ lp (v), and q ∈ lr (v) then ll (v) ∈ βt (p, q).
• if v is a natural child and p, q ∈ lr (v), then ll (v) − 1 ∈ βt (p, q), and
• if v is a natural child and p, q ∈ lp (v), then ll (v) − 1 ∈ βt (p, q).
γt : Q × Q → 2Π is the letter where i ∈ γt (p, q) if i ∈ βt (p, q) and additionally:
• if v is a natural child, ll (v) − 2 ∈ Π, and p, q ∈ lr (v), then ll (v) − 2 ∈ γt (p, q),
• if v is a stepchild and p, q ∈ lr (v), then ll (v) ∈ γt (p, q), and
• if v is a natural child, ll (v) − 2 ∈ Π, and p, q ∈ lp (v), then ll (v) − 2 ∈ γt (p, q).
For a high integer h > |fnht(Q, π)|, we now define the ω-word αt = (βt γt h−1 )ω ,
which consists of infinitely many sequences of length h that start with a letter βt and
continue with h − 1 repetitions of the letter γt , for each full FNHT t ∈ fnht(Q, π).
We first observe that αt is rejected by PnΠ .
Lemma 5.2.4 αt ∈
/ L(PnΠ ).
Proof.

By Lemma 5.2.3, it suffices to show that the complement automaton C

of PnΠ , as defined in Section 5.2.2 accepts αt . The language is constructed such
1 , Q1 )(t; v 2 , Q2 )(t; v 3 , Q3 ) . . ., in which the transition
that C has a run ρ = Q(t; vm
m
m
m
m
m

i , Qi ), αt , (t; v i+1 , Qi+1 ) is accepting for i > 0 if i mod h = 0.
(t; vm
2
m
m
m
i

Let B be some automaton with states S that recognises the complement language
of PnΠ . We now fix an accepting run ρt = s0 s1 s2 . . . for each word αt and define the

set At of states in an ‘accepting cycle’ as At = s ∈ S | ∃i, j, k ∈ ω with 1 ≤ j <
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k ≤ h such that s = sih+j = sih+k holds, and define the interesting states It = At ∩
infin(ρt ).
Lemma 5.2.5 For t 6= t0 , It and It0 are disjoint (It ∩ It0 = ∅).
Proof idea. The proof idea is to assume that a state s ∈ It ∩It0 , and use it to construct
a word from αt and αt0 and an accepting run of B on the resulting word from ρt and
ρt0 , and then show that it is also accepted by PnΠ .
Proof. Let us assume for contradiction that s ∈ It ∩ It0 for t = (T , ls , ll , lp , lr ) 6= t0 =
(T 0 , ls0 , ll0 , lp0 , lr0 ).
Noting that we can change the role of t and t0 , we fix two positions i and i0 in the
run ρt of αt such that s = si = si0 , and there is a j ∈ ω such that jh < i < i0 ≤ j(h+1),
and two positions j and j 0 in ρt0 = s00 s01 s02 . . . such that j < j 0 , s = s0j = s0j 0 and there
0

is a k ∈ ω with j ≤ k < j 0 such that (s0k , αkt , s0k+1 ) is an accepting transition of B.
Note that the definition of It provides the first and the definition of It0 the latter.
0

t , γ = s s ...s
i −1 , γ =
For the finite words β1 = α0t α1t . . . αi−1
1
0 1
i−1 , β2 = γt
2
0

0

0

0

t
si si+1 . . . si0 −1 , β3 = αjt αj+1
. . . αjt 0 −1 , and γ3 = sj sj+1 . . . sj 0 −1 , ρtt = γ1 (γ2 γ3 )ω is an
0

accepting run of the input word αtt = β1 (β2 β3 )ω = α0 α1 α2 . . ..
0

We now show that αtt or αtt0 is accepted by PnΠ .
We start with the degenerated case that T = {ε} is the FNHT where the root is a
leaf, and thus π = max Π odd. (The case T 0 = {ε} is similar.) We select a q ∈ ls0 (0),
0

and consider the run ρ = q ω of PnΠ on αtt . By construction, pri(q, αk , q) ≤ optΠ = ll (ε)
holds for all k ≥ i. Moreover, αk = γt holds for infinitely many k ∈ ω. (In particular,
it holds if k ≥ i and (k − i) mod (i0 − i + j 0 − j) < i0 − i.) For all of these transitions,

pri(q, αk , q) = optΠ = ll (ε) holds, such that lim supn→∞ ρ(i) = optΠ is even.
Starting with the level λ = optΠ of the root and the whole trees T and T 0 , we
now run through the following construction.
1. We look at the case that there is some difference in the label of some natural
child v ∈ T ∩ T 0 on the level λ. If there is an oldest child v ∈ T ∩ T 0 with
ls (v) 6= ls0 (v), we assume w.l.o.g. that there is a q ∈ ls (v) r ls0 (v). Then there
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are two sub-cases, first that there is a q 0 ∈ ls (v) ∩ ls0 (v), and second that ls (v) ∩
ls0 (v) = ∅. In the latter case we choose a q 0 ∈ ls0 (v). In both sub-cases, the run
0

0

0

0

ρ = q i (q 0j −j q i −i )ω = q0 q1 q2 . . . of PnΠ on αtt satisfies pri(qk , αk , qk+1 ) < λ − 1
for all k ∈ ω, and pri(qk , αk , qk+1 ) < λ when qk = q and qk+1 = q 0 . (Note that
in this case αk ∈ {βt0 , γt0 } holds.)
Otherwise ls (v) = ls0 (v) holds for all natural children v ∈ T ∩ T 0 on level λ,
and there is a v ∈ T ∩ T 0 on level λ such that lr (v) 6= lr0 (v). We assume
w.l.o.g. that there is a q ∈ lr (v) r lr0 (v). We choose a q 0 ∈ lp (v). (Note that
0

0

0

q 6= q 0 ∈ ls (v) = ls0 (v).) Then the run ρ = q i (q 0j −j q i −i )ω = q0 q1 q2 . . . of PnΠ
0

on αtt satisfies pri(qk , αk , qk+1 ) < λ − 1 for all k ∈ ω, and pri(qk , αk , qk+1 ) < λ
when qk = q and qk+1 = q 0 . (Note that in this case αk = γt holds.)
2. We next look at the case where ls (v) = ls0 (v) and lr (v) = lr0 (v) holds for all
natural children v ∈ T ∩ T on level πe , but there is a natural child v on level λ
in the symmetrical difference of T and T 0 . Let us assume w.l.o.g. that v ∈ T 0 .
Let q ∈ ls0 (v) and let v be the child of v 0 . This immediately implies that q ∈ lr (v).
0

Thus, the run ρ = q ω of PnΠ on αtt satisfies pri(q, αk , q) < λ − 1 for all k > i,
and pri(q, αk , q) < λ whenever αk = γt , which happens infinitely often.
3. We finally look at the case where the nodes of T and T 0 on level λ are the same,
and where ls (v) = ls0 (v) and lr (v) = lr0 (v) hold for all nodes v of T on level λ,
but there is a node v on level λ which is a leaf in T but not in T 0 . (The case
“leaf in T 0 but not in T ” is entirely symmetric.) Thus, vs0 is a node in T 0 , and
0

we select a q ∈ ls (vs0). If we now consider the run ρ = q ω of PnΠ on αtt , then
pri(q, αk , q) < λ − 3 holds for all k > i. At the same time pri(q, αk , q) < λ − 2
holds whenever αk = γt , which happens infinitely often.
If neither of these cases holds, then there must be a natural child v on level λ such
that vs ∈ T ∩ T 0 and ls (vs) = lp (v) = lp0 (v) = ls0 (vs), such that t and t0 differ on
the descendants of v. We then continue the construction by reducing λ to λ − 2 and
intersecting T and T 0 with the descendants of v in t and t0 , respectively, and restrict
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the co-domain of the labelling functions of t and t0 accordingly. This construction
will lead to a difference in at most 0.5 · optΠ steps.

2

Theorem 5.2.6 An automaton B that recognises the complement language of PnΠ has
at least as many states as fnht(Q, max Π) contains full FNHTs, where fnht(Q, max Π)
denotes the flattened nested history trees over a given state set Q for a maximal priority
Π.
Proof. We prove the claim with a case distinction. The first case is that It 6= ∅ holds
for all full FNHT t ∈ fnht(Q, max Π). Lemma 5.2.5 shows that the sets of interesting
states are pairwise disjoint for different trees t 6= t0 , such that, as none of them is
empty, B has at least as many states as fnht(Q, max Π) contains full FNHTs.
The second case is there is a full FNHT t ∈ fnht(Q, max Π) such that It = ∅. By
Lemma 5.2.4, each ρt = s0 s1 s2 . . . is an accepting run. Let now i ∈ ω be an index,
such that, for all j ≥ i, sj ∈ infin(ρt ), and k ≥ i an integer with k mod h = 0. It = ∅
implies that sk+j 6= sk+j 0 for all j, j 0 with 1 ≤ j < j 0 ≤ h. Then B, and even infin(ρt ),
has at least h − 1 different states, and the claim follows with h > |fnht(Q, max Π)|. 2
To show tightness, we proceed in three steps. In a first step, we provide an
injection from MFTs with non-full marking to MFTs with full marking.
Next, we argue that the majority of FNHTs is full. Taking into account that there
are at most |Q| different markers makes it simple to infer that the states of our
complementation construction divided by the lower bound from Theorem 5.2.6 is in
O(n).
Lemma 5.2.7 There is an injection from MFTs with non-full marking to MFTs with full
marking in mft(Q, π).
Proof.

For non-trivial trees T

=
6
{∅}, we can simply map an MFT

(T , ls , ll , lp , lr ; vm , Qm )

• for vm = (v, p) to the MFT T 0 , ls0 , ll0 , lp0 , lr0 ; vm , lp0 (v) and
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• for vm = (v, r) to the MFT T 0 , ls0 , ll0 , lp0 , lr0 ; vm , lr0 (v) , where
T 0 differs from T only in that it has a fresh node v, which is the youngest sibling
of vm . ls0 , lp0 , lr0 differ from ls , lp , lr only in v and v (where v is only in the pre-image
of ls0 , ll0 , lp0 , lr0 ). We set ls0 (v) = lp0 (v) = Qm and, consequently, lr0 (v) = ∅. We also set
ls0 (v) = ls (v) r Qm .
For vm = (v, p), we set lr0 (v) = lr (v) and lp0 (v) = lp (v) r Qm . Note that, by
the definition of markers, v is a leaf, and lp0 (v) is non-empty because the marking in
(T , ls , ll , lp , lr ; vm , Qm ) is not full.
For vm = (v, r), we set lr0 (v) = lr (v) r Qm and lp0 (v) = lp (v). Note that lr0 (v) is
non-empty because the marking in (T , ls , ll , lp , lr ; vm , Qm ) is not full.
It is easy to see that the resulting MFT is well formed in both cases. What remains
is the corner case of T = {ε}.
(T , ls , ll , lp , lr ; (ε, r), Qm ) and map it to (T 0 , ls0 , ll0 , lp0 , lr0 ; (ε, r), Qm ) for T 0 = {ε, 0}
and ls0 (ε) = ls (ε), ls0 (ε) = Qm , lp0 (ε) = lp0 (0) = ∅, and consequently ls0 (0) =
lr0 (0) = ls (ε) r Qm . (Note that the latter is non-empty because the marking in
(T , ls , ll , lp , lr ; (ε, r), Qm ) is not full.) This is again a well formed MFT with full marking.
It is easy to see that the resulting function is injective.

2

In Lemma 5.2.7, we have shown that the majority of MFTs have a full marking.
Next we will see that the majority of FNHTs is full. (Note that neither mapping is
surjective.)
Lemma 5.2.8 There is an injection from non-full to full FNHTs in fnht(Q, π).
Proof. To obtain such an injection, it suffices to map a non-full FNHT (T , ls0 , ll0 , lp0 , lr0 )
to the FNHT (T 0 , ls0 , ll0 , lp0 , lr0 ) where T 0 differs from T only in that it has a fresh
youngest child v of the root.
ls0 agrees with ls on every node of T except for the root ε, and lp0 , lr0 agree with
lp , lr on every node of T . We set ls0 (ε) = Q, ls0 (v) = lp0 (v) = Q r ls (ε), and lr0 (v) = ∅.
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It is obvious that the resulting FNHT (T 0 , ls0 , ll0 , lp0 , lr0 ) is full and well formed, and
it is also obvious that the mapping is injective.

2

Theorem 5.2.9 There is a complementation construction for parity automata that is
tight up to a factor of 4n + 1, where n = |Q| is the number of states of the complemented
parity automaton.
Proof. For the number of MFTs, Lemma 5.2.7 shows that they are at most twice the
number of MFTs with full marking. Note that the marker (vm , p) can only refer to
leafs where lp (vm ) is non-empty and markers (vm , r) can only refer to nodes where
lr (vm ) is non-empty. It is easy to see that all sets described in this way are pairwise
disjoint. This implies that there are at most |Q| such markers. Thus, the number of
MFTs with full marking is at most n times the number of FNHTs.
By Lemma 5.2.8, the number of FNHTs is in turn at most twice as high as the
number of all full FNHTs. Thus we have bounded the number of MFTs by 4n times
the number of full FNHTs used to estimate the lower bound in Theorem 5.2.6, irrespective of the priorities.
What remains is the trivial observation that the second part of the state-space,
the subset construction, is dwarfed by the number of MFTs. Consequently, we can
estimate the state-space of the complement automaton divided by the lower bound
2

from Theorem 5.2.6 by 4n + 1.
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Chapter

6

Summary and discussion
In this chapter, we recap our results and discuss some issues.

6.1

Summary of results

We have comprehensively studied the problems of determinisation and complementation of generalised Büchi automata. These are two classes of ω-automata that occur
in practical applications.
We started with Schewe’s tight construction[Sch09b] for the determinisation of
Büchi automata in our quest to arrive at tight determinisation of general and more
succinct acceptance conditions. In order to efficiently handle parity automata, we
started with a special case : 1-pair Rabin automata (analogous to a parity automaton
with 3 colours, or an automaton expressing the intersection of a Büchi and coBüchi
condition). We discovered that we can easily nest different levels of states of deterministic automata to handle parity conditions. The extension to the case of generalised Büchi automata has proven to be even simpler.
The popularity of the parity condition in formal verification is reflected by the
research that has gone into establishing faster solutions for emptiness games of parity
automata. Determinising to parity automata is therefore quite attractive and we have
shown that we can produce deterministic parity automata with our constructions.
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We have used the rich history of interplay between automata and game theory
to establish lower bounds for these constructions. By composing a deterministic
automaton with a game that requires only positional strategies, we were able to
prove that we cannot determinise to Rabin automata with even a single state lesser
than the upper bound. That these games can handle such complicated structures
beyond ordinary history trees is quite surprising. A careful and intricate treatment of
these games served to establish this lower bound and is more involved than for the
case of proving a lower bound for ordinary Büchi automata.
We invoked a rather intuitive argument to prove a lower bound for determinising to parity automata. By changing our target language to the complement, we
obtained tight bounds for Streett conditions — the dual of Rabin conditions are in
fact, also parity conditions —, means that the same tighter lower bound applies to
deterministic parity automata. We summarise our results for determinisation in the
table below.
The first column relates to a particular construction on ω-automata. We refer
to the type of automata by using letters in {N, D} × {B, G, R, P, R1 } where N and
D relate to the branching mode— nondeterministic or deterministic— and the rest
refer to Büchi, generalised Büchi Rabin, parity or 1-pair Rabin automata. The second
column states where a precise upper bound was given. The third column states
where the precise lower bound was established. The fourth column indicates the
degree of tightness of the results. ‘Thesis’ refers to results shown in this thesis.
We have shown these results were on automata where the accepting condition
is on transitions. While this has provided clean results, transference of these results
to the case of state-based acceptance is conjectured to be straightforward but with a
small gap between the bounds for transition-based acceptance.
We moved on to the problem of complementing ω-automata. The known optimal
complementation constructions do not start with determinisation. We have shown
that tight determinisation can really be used as a starting point for tight complementation. We have devised succinct data structures inspired by those that arise from
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Upper
Bound
[Sch09b]

Lower
Bound
[CZ09]

N B → DP

[Pit07]
[Sch09b]

Thesis

N G → DR
N G → DP
N R1 → DR
N R1 → DP
N P → DR
N P → DP

Thesis
[KPV06]
Thesis
Thesis
Thesis
Thesis

Thesis
Thesis
Thesis
Thesis
Thesis
Thesis

Transformation
N B → DR

Comment
Matching bounds
Optimal modulo 3n for the case of
automata recognising word languages
optimal for the case of trace automata
Matching bounds
Tight up to a constant of ≤1.5
Matching bounds
Matching bounds
Matching bounds
Tight up to a constant of ≤1.5

Table 6.1: Complexities for determinisation
determinisation and end up with a tight (in n) complementation procedure for both
generalised Büchi automata and parity automata.

6.2

Discussion

Although the rough complexities of determinisation and complementation of ωautomata have been known in the field of algorithmic verification for more than two
decades, a study of the precise complexity took until a few years ago to finally arrive
at tight bounds even for the simple Büchi case. It is surprising that an attempt to
determinise generalised Büchi automata did not immediately follow the techniques
that became standard for translating LTL to automata. All of this points towards the
intricate nature of Safra’s determinisation construction.
The inherent difficulty of determinisation and complementation has posed challenges to the automata-theoretic approach to formal verification. [Var07] talks about
some of these issues. The lack of a simple complementation construction (the GOAL
toolkit[TTH13b], for example performs complementation via full determinisation
and then employs optimising heuristics) has prevented the use of automata-theoretic
toolsets that accept specifications as nondeterministic Büchi or parity automata.
Attempting to circumvent this perceived difficulty, researchers have looked for
’Safraless’ procedures[KV05] in the automata-theoretic approach to verification.
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While this approach certainly has its merits, it is not prudent to immediately discount ‘Safraful’ methods. A first edition of the web based probabilistic model-checker
IscasMC[HLS+ 14] has employed our generalised Büchi determinisation algorithm
and was found to be competitive at evaluating probabilities of LTL.
Nevertheless, a case can be made for the statement that determinisation constructions will not always result in faster practical solutions. There are indeed many
properties that do not need to be specified by nondeterministic automata and there
is considerable leeway for speed-up in such situations. A prudent approach would
be to combine both ‘Safraful’ and ‘Safraless’ methods and optimise according to the
situation. A nice example is the current iteration of the aforementioned probabilistic
model-checker IscasMC which now uses a lazy method[HLSZ13]: it first checks if
a subset construction can be performed; if that result is inconclusive, a breakpoint
construction is performed, keeping the full determinisation construction as the last
fall-back option because of the high complexity of determinising ω-automata.
It is also worthy to note that the update rule for the LIR construction is less strict
than the update rule for other tree-focused constructions. Exploiting this update rule
while taking transitions can result in reduction of the state-space.
Safra’s construction is not the only determinisation construction for ω-automata.
There are a couple of other approaches, for example, the construction of Muller and
Schupp[MS95]. These constructions seem to converge and it is easy to use Muller
and Schupp’s construction to also produce deterministic automata with the same
structure as those produced by Safra’s construction. Muller and Schupp’s construction could also be an alternative starting point to achieve these results.
There are several different approaches to complementing ω-automata. The theoretically optimal constructions are not based on determinisation. Yet a comprehensive study of all known complementation methods in [TFVT10] shows that a
determinisation based approach with heuristics performs more efficiently than the
theoretically optimal constructions. We thus have on the one side, determinisation
based constructions that are efficient, but have no guarantees, and on the other side,
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simpler constructions that are equipped with theoretical guarantees. Our complementation constructions take the best of both worlds, unifying beauty and efficiency
and it is hoped that this will lead to cleaner implementations of automata-theoretic
toolsets for formal verification.
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